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Welcome to Session One of the 448th Public Auction
The auction is well balanced singles and sets from the United States, Canada, British Commonwealth, Europe, and Asia. There is a wide 
array of cover and postcard lots with a large selection of collections and accumulation from all corners of the world. Every 3 months 
we are proud to present over ten tons of fresh material and remain committed to service the stamp market for both sellers and buyers. If 
you would like more information, contact Amy@RasdaleStamps.com. Please register for online pre-auction bidding. By registering you 
will receive advance posting of the auction, an outbid notice via email, and best of all, you can participate in “Rasdale Live Auction” 
where you can bid against other online bidders and our auction floor, all in real time. Registration must be completed 72 hours prior 
to the auction.

DESCRIPTIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Extremely Fine: highest quality in all respects. Very Fine: significantly better than normal. Fine: Perforations clear of design on 20th Century issues 
but may cut slightly on 19th Century issues. Fair: off centered or lacking freshness. All defects specifically mentioned. Except where noted otherwise, 
the values listed are the most recent Scott Catalog values. The “nh” premiums have been used, also the values listed for stamps without gum. Note 
that accumulations of mixed condition can be expected to contain some items without gum and or faults.

()   Unused  without  gum or regum when stated  o.g.      o.g., n.h.  S.B. Suggested Bid
 Used   Block       Cover     Literature   $  Coins or Currency

P  Proof    E  Essay    SP   Specimen  hr.  Hinge remnant    oc.  Off centered
SE  Straight edge    B/S  Backstamp    M/S  Matched set   pmog  pencil mark on gum  w/  With    w/o  Without

Bidding Intervals
Bids   Increase  Bids   Increase
up to $50.00  $2.00  $500.00 to   $1500.00 $50.00
$50.00 to $100.00  $5.00  $1500.00 to   $3000.00 $100.00
$100.00 to $300.00  $10.00  $3000.00 to $5000.00 $250.00
$300.00 to $500.00  $25.00  $5000.00 to  $100,000.00 $500.00

Auction Agent:
Charles Cwiakala
1527 S. Fairview Ave. Park Ridge, IL 60068
Phone/Fax: 847-823-8747
e-mail CECwiakala@aol.com

Bidding: Bids will be accepted by mail, fax, e-mail, or phone until 5:00p.m., (CDT) Friday, August 20th. Bidding then will be closed 
to the mail, fax, email, or phone.
Starting Bids: Opening bids will be posted on our website, www.RasdaleStamps.com and undated until Friday August 20th. There 
will be no updates the morning of Saturday, August 21st.
Viewing of Lots: Lots will be available for viewing in our auction gallery at 35 Chestnut Ave. as follows ;

RESERVATIONS FOR VIEWING IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
Saturday August 14th, 9:00 a.m.- 4:00 p.m, Monday August 16th - Friday August 20th; 9:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.
The office will close from 12:00pm to 12:45pm everyday for lunch. There will be no lot viewing during this time.
Questions Concerning Lots: If you have any questions regarding further information of any lot, please contact our office no 
sooner than August 9th but no later than August 18th and we will be pleased to assist you. Requests for additional scans on any lots 
are respectfully declined.
Auction Location: Rasdale Auction Gallery 37 Chestnut Ave. Westmont, IL 60559

FIRST SESSION
Saturday,  August 21, 2021  9:00 a.m.

U.S. & Related areas Collection and Accumulations...............................................................................................................................................Lot 1-69
U.S. and General Foreign Collection and Accumulations...................................................................................................................................Lot 70-113
General Foreign Collection and Accumulations................................................................................................................................................Lot 114-180 
Cinderellas and Topical Collection and Accumulations....................................................................................................................................Lot 181-203
General Foreign by Area Collection and Accumulation....................................................................................................................................Lot 204-237
General Foreign Afghanistan-Western Australia Collection and Accumulations..............................................................................................Lot 238-419
U. S. Postcards...................................................................................................................................................................................................Lot 420-424
U. S. and General Foreign Postcards.................................................................................................................................................................Lot 425-426
General Foreign Postcards................................................................................................................................................................................ Lot 427-428
General Foreign by Area and Country Postcards...............................................................................................................................................Lot 429-434
U.S. and Related Areas Covers..........................................................................................................................................................................Lot 435-473
U.S. and General Foreign Covers......................................................................................................................................................................Lot 474-482
General Foreign Covers.....................................................................................................................................................................................Lot 483-487
Topical Covers...........................................................................................................................................................................................................Lot 488
General Foreign Country Covers.......................................................................................................................................................................Lot 489-585

2021 AUCTION DATES
Auction 449

November 13-14, 2021

2022 AUCTION DATES
Auction 450 February 19-20   Auction 451 May 21-22

Auction 452 August 20-21   Auction 453 November 12-13
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RASDALE STAMP COMPANY CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. Placing of any bid shall constitute full understanding and acceptance of all of the following conditions of sale:
2. All bids are per lot, as numbered in the catalogue.  Bids may be submitted by mail, fax, phone, email, in person, or by an agent selected 

by the buyer.  Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale, to divide any lot or to group two or more lots 
together into a new lot.

3. All bids are handled competitively and confidentially.  Lots purchased for the highest bidder at a slight advance over the second highest 
bid.  Should any dispute arise between bidders, the decision of Rasdale Stamp Company as to the successful bidder; or the re-offering or 
resale of the lot under dispute shall rest solely in the judgment of Rasdale Stamp Company.  Rasdale Stamp Company shall regulate the 
bidding and reserves the right to refuse any bid which Rasdale Stamp Company, in its sole discretion, believes to be made in bad faith.  
“Buy” bids are only accepted with the understanding and acquiescence  that Rasdale Stamp Company’s discretion is absolute.  Any Buyer 
who fails to accept these conditions shall have its bid declared null, void and of no effect. 

4. Any party wishing to limit its purchases to a specified amount must indicate the desired total on the bidsheet. Amounts less than $200.00 
are respectfully declined.

5. Successful bidders who: (i) are not prequalified, with references acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company; (ii) who are not existing custom-
ers of Rasdale Stamp Company; or, (iii) whose account is in arrears shall make payment in full prior to delivery of the lots by Rasdale 
Stamp Company.  Mail bidders who are not existing customers of Rasdale Stamp Company will be timely notified of the amount of their 
purchases.  Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right in its sole and absolute discretion to demand cash or cash equivalent at the time a 
lot is knocked down to any bidder who has not previously established credit with Rasdale Stamp Company, or whose account is currently 
in arrears.  In the event any buyer refuses to pay cash for any lot at the time it is knocked down to him, Rasdale Stamp Company reserves 
the right to re-offer the lot immediately for sale to the highest bidder.

6.  If the lot(s) have not been paid within 21 days from the date of mailing of notice of the awarding of sale, then said lot sales may be de-
clared in default; resold; and, any losses arising from such resale shall be charged to the party in default.

7. Auction floor Buyers; or their Agents bidding on the Auction floor, must pick up the lots within 7 calendar days of the auction.
8. All shipping costs will be charged to the buyer and will be shipped by a method requiring a signature upon delivery. Domestic shipments 

will be made by certified mail, registered mail or UPS ground. Buyers of large lots without street addresses will be charged an additional 
$5.00 per box handling fee. International shipments will be made by registered mail (for total value of up to $400), USPS Express Mail (for 
total value of $401 to $2,500), or UPS services for shipments in excess of $2,500.00. International buyers are responsible for any customs 
or brokerage fees as well as any taxes (i.e., VAT, PST/GST). Any questions regarding shipping or costs must be addressed prior to bidding.

9. A late charge of 2% per month will be charged to all past due accounts of over 30 days from the invoice date.  All attorneys fees, court 
costs, and other collection costs incurred by Rasdale Stamp Company in respect to overdue accounts will be payable by the buyer.  All 
parties agree that the laws of Illinois shall govern all transactions, with venue and jurisdiction residing  in the courts of DuPage County, 
Illinois for  any suit initiated by or against Rasdale Stamp Company by reason of any auction.  The laws of Illinois shall prevail over all 
matters and not as a venue for Conflict of Laws to or for any other state.  All auction offers shall be offers advanced solely for execution in 
the State of Illinois.  The provision for late charges shall be void in any state where this provision is unlawful. 

10. A 16% premium will be added to the Hammer Price as part of the total purchase price. Checks drawn on foreign banks are not accepted. 
Illinois sales tax of 7.50% will be collected on the total purchase price of all Illinois residents unless the buyer has a Certificate of Resale 
on file with Rasdale Stamp Company. All customs and or duties are the responsibility of the buyer.

11. All lots are sold as genuine.  Lots accompanied by a valid Expert Certificate issued within 5 years prior to the auction date shall not be 
subject to re-certification.  

12. The following conditions apply to requests for Expertization: 
a) The lot must be paid for in full including 16% premium and forwarding costs, if any;
b) The lot must be submitted by Rasdale Stamp Company or the bidder to an Expertizing Committee acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company 

within 21 days of the date of sale;
c) If submitted to the Expertizing Committee by the successful bidder, a copy of the application form shall be simultaneously forwarded to 

Rasdale Stamp Company;
d) Lots containing more than one stamp may not be placed on extention.
e) If the Expertizing review is not completed and the results provided to Rasdale Stamp Company within 90 Calendar Days of the auction 

date, then Buyer shall notify Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay prior to the expiration of the 90-day period.  Since all lot sales are nor-
mally cleared within 90 days, if Buyer fails to inform Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay, then Rasdale Stamp Company may consider 
the purchase final and distribute the sale proceeds to the Seller as a Buyer acceptance of the tendered lots.  Absent timely notice and request 
for additional time being received by Rasdale Stamp Company, in writing, prior to the 90 days clearance, this transaction may be deemed 
closed and final by Rasdale Stamp Company with Seller acceptance without objection, and with waiver of default or any claim for refund 
from the Buyer or Rasdale Stamp Company.

f) Expertization costs shall be incurred by the buyer.  However, should an adverse opinion be rendered on Authentication, but not due to  con-
dition and or grading, then Rasdale Stamp Company will forward an immediate refund of: (i)  the cost of the certificate, which shall not to 
exceed $50.00;  (ii) the full purchase price; and (iii) the commission,  provided the lot is timely returned to Rasdale Stamp Company in the 
same condition as when purchased.

g) No lot can be returned in any circumstance due to “grading” since it is highly subjective.
13. A lot, in which the description is incorrect, is returnable within 5 days of receipt and must be received by the Rasdale Stamp Company 

within 21 days from the date of the auction. Provided, however, lots cannot be returned under the following conditions:  1) the lot contains 
10 or more stamps; 2) there is mention of faults, defects, or “condition mixed”  in the listing description; or, 3) the lot was inspected by 
the buyer or the buyer’s authorized agent prior to bid or purchase. Lots described “as is” are not returnable under any circumstances. All 
disputed lots must be returned intact, and in the condition received by the buyer. Collections, accumulations etc., are not returnable under 
any circumstances.

14. Title shall not pass to the buyer until Rasdale Stamp Company has received full payment.  Full payment is defined as cash or cash equiva-
lent receipt of sale proceeds by Rasdale Stamp Company.  Delays may accrue due to credit card fee transfers, check deposit subject to col-
lection and the like.  Receipt of a non-certified funds check shall not be construed as payment until funds are fully vested in Rasdale Stamp 
Company.
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COLLECTIONS
UNITED STATES 

1 / An accumulation of mostly medium-priced mint and used 19th and 20th century front and back of the book on sales pages. Includes 
singles, blocks, plate blocks, booklets, etc. Condition is mixed. Loads of catalog value, a perfect turnkey opportunity.     S.B. 5000.00

2 / United States lifetime effort, now slightly remaindered and housed in 3 National albums.  Weak in classics but begins in earnest 
with the large banknotes.  The viewer will find a plethora of mid-range commemoratives, regular issues, and back of the book with 
an occasional surprise with issues to 2017.   Among the many highlights (all mint) are Pan American set, White Plains sheet, C1-C6, 
numerous Washington-Franklins, and much more.  Owner’s Cat. value of about $25,000 needs some adjustment for potential misiden-
tification and for condition which ranges from used to mint no gum to never hinged.  Not included in his Cat. value is another $1500 
in face plus 830 ‘Forever’ stamps.  This is a worthy candidate for enhancing your stock or collection so take time to view this one. 

S.B. 3500.00
3 / A wide assortment including, mint Washington and Franklin, early airmails, special delivery and modern officials plus others. Used 

includes, early three cent banknotes, early commemoratives, parcel post, Hawaii, possessions, revenues, ducks, and cut squares. Enjoy 
looking through group for the gems. S.B. 2100.00

4 / An old time mostly mint collection in an All American stamp album with slip case. Very little in the way of 19th century yet is does 
have a full set of Columbians. Some Washington-Franklins scattered about, early airmails, a bit of Back of the book. A smidge of UN 
and revenues thrown in for a bonus. Condition is very mixed so careful viewing is recommended. Offered at today’s market price. 

S.B. 1700.00
5 / An enlightening multi volume mint and used collection in Scott albums. Includes a wide range of lower to medium priced items with 

an occasional better item appears in both front and Back of the Book issues. Condition varies and worthy for the passive collector. 
S.B. 1600.00

6 / Almost three thousand 3 cent banknotes with various cancellations. Included are target, bar, negative numbers, wedges, Masonic 
emblems, stars and others. Also, present are various types of paper; silk, thin, thick, double and straw. Look carefully to find those with 
plate flaws.  Truly a lot for the specialist or someone wanting to dig deeper into this series.  S.B. 1600.00

7 / An accumulation of slightly better collections along with other levels of value nested in stock pages and stock cards. Includes both 
19th and 20th century front and back of the book. Condition is quite mixed yet there is solid responsible value scattered about. A new 
album and lots of idle time would go a long way. S.B. 1500.00

8 / A pedestrian 1851-2009 mint and used collection in 6 American Heirloom binders and an accumulation of dozens of Hagner pages 
of duplicates in addition to some Tax Paids. Also includes a small batch of philatelic tools thrown in for a bonus. Condition lacks so 
this assembly is for the disconcerting collector that wants to play with a lot of stamps offered at today’s prices. S.B. 1450.00

9 / An amazing old time revenue collection that has not seen the light of day for decades. Strength is in the 1st, 2d, and 3rd issues where 
you will find several items with clean clear hand cancels, multiples, a couple inverted centers, around three dozen on checks and or 
documents, plus some ancillary material. Other revenues include a batch of wine stamps and a few counsellors. A few Newspaper stamps 
thrown in for a bonus. A wonderful chance to start with a serious assembly. S.B. 1450.00

10 / A neat and orderly mostly mint accumulation on sales pages. Includes 19th and 20th century front and back of the book. The mint 
is a mixture of OG and NH with some duplication in a few issues. Neat and clean with all the work done for a quick profit.     

S.B. 1300.00

11 / A straightforward no nonsense mostly used 1860’s to 1937 old time collection. Pleasing wide variety of cancels adorn the earlier 
issues. Also includes some early airmails, some Back of the Book with Federal Ducks cruising into the lead. Spotted among the bird 
assembly is a NH plate block of RW12 with the artists signature gracing the margin plus over 30 on license between RW23 to RW57. 
A lovely group waiting for a collector interested in these types of things. S.B. 1200.00

12 / A dealer’s counter book of over 65 pages. Many desirable items are present including Scott mint 209, 271, 273, 275 and J25. Among 
the noteworthy cancels are 75 and 155. The collector of early US should make it a point to view this lot. S.B. 1200.00

13 / A simple 1870’s through 2009 mostly mint collection nested in several Light house hingeless albums. Almost entirely used up to the 
1930 and is lightly populated through the Washington-Franklins. Very heavy in the contemporary to the modern which is almost all mint. 
Also includes a few year sets and loose postage. Some duplication. A real time saver as all of the modern postage types are present. 

S.B. 1100.00

14 / A well-organized mint accumulation of singles, blocks, and plate blocks running from Scott #772 through #2877 and C32 through 
C92. All sorted and identified accompanied with a spread sheet to verify the accounting. Better single items recognized were 832 x7, 
833 x2, 834. An 893 plate block was also spotted. Just a tad bit of duplication to use as trade bait. A perfect set up for the beginning 
collector that wants to fill up an album quickly. Owner’s Face 3025.00

15 / This last minute arrival has been stuffed into 6 bulbous cartons. We spotted a few tiny treasures spread throughout the collections 
and poured into pizza size boxes. Loads of postage scattered about and a few covers added in for a bonus. A stamp sorter’s delight. 

S.B. 1000.00
16 / A comprehensive assortment from classics to mid-twentieth century including back of the book, revenues, and officials. A few mint 

blocks and singles are mixed in with a predominantly cancelled group. There are lots of stamps with high Cat. value. Pickings through-
out. Worth a good look. S.B. 1000.00
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17 / Five bulbous cartons stuffed with mint and used material. Generally, post 1920 in all types of formats with albums, glassines, stock 
sheets and stock books. A few better items spotted, but most of the value lies in face types which we did not want to count. A persistent 
postage purveyor with patience, pencil and a piece of paper will prevail. S.B. 1000.00

18 // An enticing accumulation. Includes a very clean starter collection in a Scotts album, lots of mint sheets and scrap postage, some cheap 
used stamps, a teeny batch of FDC’s and a tiny bit of UN thrown in for a bonus. Real value not to be taken lightly.            S.B. 900.00

19 // A potent pile of medium to higher value mostly mint NH singles and blocks. Heavily influenced by airmails, Federal Ducks, White 
Plains sheet, and a batch of Hawaii thrown in for a bonus. Some duplication. Every item has been photographed for your viewing plea-
sure. Don’t let this one get away. S.B. 900.00

20 / A straightforward 1857//1938 commemorative, regular issue mint and used collection mounted on Minkus pages. The commemoratives 
are almost entirely mint while the regular issues are a mixture of mint and used. Condition is commercially mixed. A very basic assembly 
looking for a new home. S.B. 900.00

21 / A simple 1851-1982 collection in a Scott National album. Almost entirely used up to 1925 then turns mint. Includes both regular issues 
and commemoratives. There are no airmails or Back of the Book. Condition mixed worth a quick look. S.B. 900.00

22 / A most useful collector’s collection housed in seven Lindner hingeless albums with slip cases. Runs from 1857-1997 with both front and 
back of the book present. Loads of contemporary to modern types present so there is quite a lot of face value to figure to come up with 
the winning number. Condition is very mixed in the early issues so take a good look. Excellent starter candidate. S.B. 800.00

23 / Early US including back of the book, revenues, officials and a couple newspaper issues. Condition is mixed and a good amount of 
duplication is present. Better items throughout and worth your time to view. S.B. 800.00

24  An enlightening elementary mint 1933 to late 1990’s collection in 10 White Ace binders with slip cases (3 are empty), 3 Harris albums 
and a couple stock books. Includes singles, plate blocks, sheets, etc. Can’t go wrong with postage. S.B. 750.00

25 / An uncompromising accumulation of mint and used 19th, 20th century front and back of the mostly medium priced items in sales 
books and sales cards. Condition is very mixed so careful viewing is recommended. S.B. 750.00

26 / Three cartons of U.S. patiently waiting for your perusal.  Contains a ton of mostly lower denomination face with a number of better 
items from the 1920’s and 30’s in the form of singles, plates and sheets.  Also spotted a couple 634 electric eye sheets, a pile of souvenir 
cards, a binder of plate number coils, stockbooks of used, cigar boxes of lower denomination plates, and on and on.  All this can be 
yours, if the bid is right. S.B. 700.00

27  (230//400A) An assembly of early mint commemorative. Condition is mixed with OG (including 242-243 and others), NH (400A) 
and some regummed. Good opportunity to knock off these issues for the non-discriminating individual. S.B. 600.00

28  Old time used grouping hinged in large approval books. Front of the book run from 1851 to 1983. Also includes the first Airmails, 
Special Deliveries, Postage Dues, and a scattering of other Back of the Book types. Hardly any duplication but condition is quite mixed. 
Worth a quick peek. S.B. 600.00

29 / A spiffy grouping a several dozen plate blocks. Includes regular issues, commemoratives, airmails, and Back of the Book. The 
earlier issues are a mixture of NH and hinged, then turn primarily NH. Condition is mixed. Worthy of serious consideration. 

S.B. 500.00
30 // Your typical promotional subscription hoard. The stamps run from 1924 to 2002 and the few dozen First Day Covers run from 1998-

2006. Most of the value is in postage yet there is an occasional diamond in the rough that can be mined. Great starter opportunity. 
S.B. 500.00

31 / A small mint accumulation of lower to medium value singles, blocks, and plate blocks from 303 through 765. A few misidentified 
but a vast majority are correct. Duplication exists and when there is, it is light. Condition is a little mixed with a combination of OG 
and NH. A good hole filler with lots of possibilities. S.B. 450.00

32 / Four boxes of well over 10,000 stamps mostly from the 1940s to 1980s with a few earlier and some back of the book. Most are off 
paper and sorted. The photos are a good representation. Worth a view. S.B. 400.00

33 / A stockbook assortment beginning with the 1851 issue and continuing through revenues. Banknotes, Bureaus and Columbians are 
present as is the first half of the twentieth century. The National Parks issue is well represented, and first issue revenues are appeal-
ing. Duplication exists and some mixed condition on the earlies as to be expected. Worth a few minutes of your time to view. 

S.B. 375.00

34  (RW1-RW24) A neat and tidy duck collection meticulously hinged on quadrille pages. The bottom two stamps of the RW10-RW12 
blocks are NH. Very clean, F-VF. S.B. 375.00

35 / A good assortment of a variety of material. Twentieth century album pages moderately filled going to 1999, stock books jammed 
with cancelled material including, revenues and ducks, also mint sheets, bureau cards and more round out this selection. Well worth it 
to take a few moments to view. S.B. 375.00

36  A truly amazing and unique collection of many hundreds, used plate number singles and a few plate blocks housed in 36 three ring 
binders of various sizes stuffed in bulbous cartons. Running from the mid 1930’s to modern this labor of love took decades to assemble. 
Also includes plate number coil singles, some plate blocks and many matched sets of both singles and plate blocks scattered about. As a 
single stamp there is not much value, however as a collection it represents an incalculable amount a value in time and effort. This type 
of assembly would be exceedingly difficult to duplicate. S.B. 375.00

37 / Consignment remainder grouping. Includes some elementary collections, a few covers, and a sneaky mint sheet folder housing a few 
better items. Well worth a look. S.B. 350.00

38 // Consignment remainder assembly from an estate. Includes two near empty Scott albums, United States loose postage and year sets, 
and United Nations postage. Offered cheap. S.B. 325.00
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39 / A small collection to 1969 with few earlies. The later part of the material is mint. Take a close look for the few better items.  
S.B. 300.00

40 / Alarming assembly of U.S. anniversary and expo stamps, including study of Pan Am with sinking ships, slow trains, elevated bridges, 
and bashful automobiles. A study in details. S.B. 300.00

41 / An elementary mint and used 1857-1940 collection. Condition is mixed. An appropriate starter group in need of a fresh album. 
S.B. 270.00

42 / A promotional paradise. Includes several modern FDC folios and 1988-2002 Year sets. Most years have two editions. A modern marvel 
for someone that enjoys these types of things. S.B. 240.00

43 / A pedestrian mostly used, mostly 20th century in three Heirloom, and a Scott National album. The 19th century is sparsely populated 
yet where the collection excels in is the hard to acquire contemporary and modern issues. An easy fix for the budding collector. 

S.B. 240.00

44  (285//701) A hand picked NH assortment for centering and freshness. A small investment opportunity? Cat. 1448.00
45 // Floor sweepings lot from mid-Michigan. Better dig deep. We spotted a few diamonds in the rough just scratching the surface. 

S.B. 200.00
46 // A table filled with philatelic fodder. Includes many thousands of inexpensive mint and used stamps. Sorted and unsorted, small pile 

of 3¢ mint sheets, a few miscellaneous covers and some Foreign stamps and used supplies thrown in for a bonus. Perfect for a youth 
booth or someone that needs to hone their sorting skills. S.B. 200.00

47 // Artistic assembly of used Washington/Franklins semi organized by perf, wmk, and type.  A fine study group with enough duplication 
to make viewing worthwhile.  The best part are the illustrative covers (19) strategically placed within the pages. S.B. 200.00

48 / A couple of elementary collections joined together to make a Junior High collection. Mainly lower price 20th century mint along 
with a bit of airmails. Noteworthy items are a 692 to 701 set and an 834 NH. Combining these together would be therapeutic. 

S.B. 170.00
49 / (377//RW51) Hand selected selection of mostly Washington-Franklins. One 377, 517, and the 619 are hinged. The rest are NH, 

while the RW51 includes a 2009 PSE certificate (1214298) Grade XF-Sup 95, Mint OG nh. Some duplication. Clean and a turnkey 
opportunity. Cat. 1153.00

50 / Accumulation of United States postage in a banker’s box. Roughly $200 to $300 face chiefly 29 cents to 33 cents having many of 
the gum stamps stuck to the glassines from moisture or storage but also some salvageable with patience. Also includes a small offering 
of worldwide including a Great Britain Scott #1 in a promotional folder. Offered appropriately. S.B. 150.00

51  A simple yet comprehensive 1909-1990 Christmas Seal collection. Includes imperfs, progressive color proofs, etc. Perfect appetizer 
for the holiday topical collection. S.B. 150.00

52 / The entire United States group from a consignment offered as received. Highlights are a 1053 plate block and a tiny batch of high 
value postage. S.B. 120.00

53 / (375//517) A hand selected grouping of plate number singles and a couple plate strips. Almost all are NH, clean, with a bit of duplica-
tion. Good lor for general collector of the ever-popular area. Cat. 592.00

54  An interesting assembly of EFO’s. Includes misperfs, color shifts, fold overs, imperf betweens, etc. Precisely what a savvy marketer 
is looking for. S.B. 75.00

55  An ever popular precancel collection of a few hundred neatly arranged by city/state in a United States Bureau Print album. Almost 
all full and ready for another album. Also includes a Precancel Stamp Society, “Cat. of United States Bureau Precancel”, 5th edition 
reference pages thrown in for a bonus. S.B. 75.00

56  United States accumulation two cartons from the Dundee Estate. Thousands and thousands of common used stamps from the mid 
20th Century onward with a musty patina having gargantuan backup in glassines. Please buy me as I need a new home. Offered to tempt 
you. S.B. 40.00

57  Revenues on paper some with handstamp plus ephemera. Take time to view the small but interesting lot. S.B. 24.00
58 / A powerfully compact ever popular Kim’s floor sweepings lot. S.B. 2.00

HAWAII                    

59 / Seldom seen mint and used Hawaii collection. Includes 1853 issues, numerals, then virtually complete up to 1899 issues. Also contains 
Officials, cuts squares, UE1, and some revenues. Condition is mixed as to be expected. One of the nicer groups we have offered in a 
while. A bit of literature  thrown in for a bonus. S.B. 1000.00

MARSHALL ISLANDS                                                                                                                                                                                                        

60  Marshall Islands collection from the 1984-1999 in one carton.  Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full sets, singles, 
and souvenir sheets neatly mounted in black mounts in three White Ace albums and slipcases. Appears about 95% complete for these 
years. S.B. 200.00



UNITED STATES AND UNITED NATIONS                                                                                                                                                                   

61 // Three cartons filled with a few starter collections, U.S. and U.N. 1st days, used stamps sorted into glassines, a bit of postal history, 
a nice two volume Eleanor Roosevelt collection and a bit more. S.B. 475.00

62 / A consignment offered as received. Includes a UN collection (no 38 sheet) in a Lighthouse Hingeless album, UN postage types on stock 
pages and mint sheet folders, plus $267.00 in high value US postage. Great prospect for the beginning collector. S.B. 260.00

UNITED NATIONS                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

63  United Nations collection from 1951-2019 in three cartons. Thousands of mint stamps in full sets, singles, souvenir sheets, booklets, 
and postal stationery in eight Scott Specialty albums and slipcases and two White Ace albums from the New York, Geneva, and Vienna 
Offices. Appears to be mostly complete. Excellent opportunity to own a neat collection. S.B. 700.00

64 // An impressive group of U. N. material with the emphasis on covers. Has many U. N. binders including the UNICEF. Mint sheets, 
plates and proofs are part of this assemblage. An attractive holding to examine. S.B. 500.00

65  An extensive U. N. holding including a few collections some in blocks with additional loose material. All three issuing entities, New 
York, Geneva and Vienna, are present. A clean collection worth your time to view. S.B. 400.00

66 // Closet cleanout accumulation consisting of six cartons. Entails thousands of mostly mint stamps in albums including two hingeless, 
FDCs, covers, year sets with official FDCs, and souvenir cards. From all three Offices going into the 2000s. Enough material to last to 
the foreseeable future. Breakdown would be entertaining. S.B. 300.00

67 / United Nations closet cleaning assortment of eleven cartons. Thousands of mainly mint stamps in albums, on album page and lots of 
postage in glassines, FDCs, covers, year sets, souvenir cards, and several official FDCs. From all three Offices going into the 2000s. Also 
tagging along are hundreds and hundreds of common United States FDCs. Nicely set up for easy processing. S.B. 300.00

68  United Nations in one carton from 1951 to 2001. Appears complete mint collection having full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets in 
White Ace albums. Includes one binder of FDCs. S.B. 200.00

69  United Nations New York Office collection from the 1951-1998 in one carton. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full set, 
singles, and souvenir sheets neatly mounted in black mounts in five White Ace albums and slipcases. Appears mostly complete for these 
years. S.B. 200.00

UNITED STATES AND GENERAL FOREIGN                                                                                                                                                               

70 / Stock put up on 102 size cards but never offered for sale. Well over 1000 cards all medium to better retail sale. Singles sets and part 
sets with little duplication and a fair amount of US included. Especially clean and fresh.  Set up for easy retail. Have a look.  
 S.B. 7500.00

71 / A huge collection of thousands in 19 International albums ending in 1980. Emphasis on Great Britain and colonies, but other countries 
are well represented. The majority are mint with many never hinged. Viewing this lot will be a delight. S.B. 6000.00

72 // A nuts to soup conglomeration offered as received. This was a last minute arrival so look this one over carefully.          S.B. 1600.00
73 / United States and worldwide assortment roughly from the late 19th Century to the 1980s in three cartons. Contains thousands and 

thousands of mixed mint and used stamps mainly in albums, folder collections, and glassines.  Noticed an unusual Schaubek two volume 
Togo hingeless album collection to the 1970s. Interesting variety of folder collections are processed to sell at a percentage of the marked 
prices. A tailor made holding suited to make you a profit. S.B. 1100.00

74 / Massive twenty carton accumulation of mainly common material.  Heavy.  Mixed condition. Consists of: old US and Foreign al-
bums of a general nature, country groups, folder collections, shoe boxes of glassines and loose, album pages, on paper and off paper 
mixtures, and a wee bit of postage to count.  Tremendous job lot to break down.  Many possibilities.  Lots of philatelic stuff. 

S.B. 1100.00
75 / United States and worldwide accumulation from the late 19th Century to the 1980s in sixteen cartons. Thousands of mixed com-

mon mint and used stamps having plenty of backup in sparse to moderately filled albums, binders, folders, glassines, small boxes, and 
loose. Includes a selection of US souvenir pages and United Nations. Terrific for building bourse bargain boxes. S.B. 950.00

76 / United States and worldwide collections/accumulation roughly from the late 19th Century to 2015 in six cartons. Thousands and 
thousands of mostly used stamps but also includes some mint having enormous backup. Involves a rudimentary US collection to the 
1960s in a Liberty album. Also encompasses nine Scott albums with most of the bindings loose having countries ending in either 2014 
or 2015 for Greece, Sweden, Switzerland, Malta, Israel, Japan, Ireland, Belgium, Norway, Italy, France, Canada, Finland, Denmark, 
Austria, and Germany. Likewise entails common on/off paper in small boxes, binders, envelopes, album pages, and folders.  A lot ready 
to organize into resalable units. S.B. 850.00

77 // Four large boxes, two filled with covers the others stock pages, folders and old albums. From consignment as received. Take a look 
and discover a gem here and there. S.B. 750.00

78 / United States and worldwide selection in twelve cartons. Tens of thousands common stamps in albums, stockbooks, small boxes, 
glassines, album pages, folders, and loose having enormous backup roughly from the late 19th Century to the 1980s. Lots of material 
to build bourse bargain boxes or for some internet sales. Offered to tempt you. S.B. 650.00

79 / A far-reaching collection of mostly used 19th and 20th century housed in 4 large Statesman and 8 small format Stateman albums. 
In addition, a Worldwide stock from an aspiring dealer from a long time ago nested in binders, stock books and pages with strength in 
Great Britain, Netherlands, Germany, Denmark, and Finland. As a bonus an accumulation of United States Perfins have been tossed 
in and a batch of United States Christmas and Easter Seals, labels from Boy’s Town, WWF, VFW, etc., added as ballast. An eclectic 
assortment sure to tickle someone’s fancy. Some duplication, condition mixed. S.B. 650.00



80 // United States and worldwide accumulation in four cartons starting in the early 20th Century to decades afterwards. Thousands of 
mixed mint and used stamps in albums, folders, album, stock pages etc. having plenty of backup. Encompasses a starter Argentina col-
lection, strong Spain collection, a carton of Hungary plus some FDCs and postal stationery. S.B. 650.00

81 // Many thousands of stamps in albums, stockbooks, glassines, a mint sheet file and loose pages. Duplication exists and many mint 
stamps some in blocks and mint sheets. Look for the interesting items and sort through the covers. An enjoyable lot to view. 

S.B. 650.00
82 // An extensive collection with strong Israel and early UN. An accumulation of mint and used US and international albums that are 

moderately filled. A selection of dubious Hawaii included. Set some time aside to view this group. S.B. 600.00
83 / Ultimate reclaimer lot in seven heavy cartons.  Five are dominated by US and World albums in various stages of remaindering.  The 

other two feature stamps in glassines, on broken album pages, loose, etc.  Sorted, semi-sorted, and just a mess.  Over $400 face US in 
low value postage sprinkled throughout.  Fun lot to explore at your leisure. S.B. 600.00

84 / Thousands of items in glassines, stockbooks, APS books, binders and albums. Many better items were spotted and there is a good 
amount of duplication as to be expected. Make sure to set aside time to view this group. S.B. 600.00

85 // An eclectic accumulation of a couple starter collections, miscellaneous cheap mint and used stamps and covers. The light at the end 
of the tunnel is a stack of mint sheets, face $1440.00. Mostly 3¢ to 8¢ values plus a few more of the modern issue sheets and a bit of 
general foreign thrown in for a bonus. Easy lot to figure. S.B. 550.00

86 / A hefty closet cleaning group. Includes remaindered collections, binders loaded with contemporary plate blocks, piles of postage, tons 
of cheap mint and used to sort out, and even a bit of foreign thrown in to spice up the lots. Hours of philatelic delight.       S.B. 550.00

87 / A large selection housed in Global albums as well as Scott, Minkus, Lindner and many binders. The albums are sparsely populated 
but the stockbooks are loaded with material.  Better stamps throughout with a strong Newfoundland, German Berlin selection and 
modern New Zealand. Topical albums are included and some loose material. Great value to be mined from this useful assemblage. 

S.B. 550.00

88 / Humdinger accumulation of United States and worldwide in nine cartons. Tens of thousands of common stamps particularly United 
States in glassines, stock sheets, album pages, binders etc.  Massive backup that could make your head swim. A diamond in the rough 
is a Kennedy Memorial 1965 collection in four White Ace albums neatly mounted. Appears to be complete for the pages. Simply a 
mountain of material waiting to find a new, caring home. S.B. 550.00

89  Ten large carton run off from a large volume former brick and mortar dealer.  Mainly old remaindered albums and collections with 
many still useful. Just a morsel of old US concentrated in a handful of albums  put it in this category. Could easily be broken into country 
groups for internet sales. S.B. 550.00

90 / An eclectic assembly of United States and General Foreign in all shapes and sizes. Includes both 19th and 20th century mint and 
used. Tons of philatelic fun offered for a reasonable price. S.B. 500.00

91 // United States and worldwide assortment in twelve cartons from a former brick and mortar dealer cleanout. Tens of thousands mint 
and used stamps having copious amount of backup from various decades of the 20th Century in remainder albums, stockbooks, bind-
ers. Includes a selection of mostly common US and UN FDCs. Suitable for re imagining into saleable internet or bourse lots. 

S.B. 500.00
92 // Selection of United States and worldwide in six cartons. Thousands and thousands of common mixed mint and used stamps from 

the late 19th Century to the 1980s having enormous backup in albums, binders, small boxes, glassines, plastic bags (having on and off 
paper), some common US FDCs, event covers, and  souvenir pages etc. A lot which might be calling you to buy. S.B. 450.00

93 // A better group consisting of United Nations, United States, Peoples Republic of China, Denmark and additional foreign. There are 
three subscription Great Britain #1s as well as some PRC of which some may be reprints. The U.S. album contains plate blocks starting 
in the 1930’s and ending around 1970. Useful selection worth viewing. S.B. 425.00

94 / Nine cartons of United States and worldwide accumulation consisting of tens of thousands of common mixed mint and used stamps 
having a plethora of backup.   Includes glassines in red boxes, stock, album pages, other glassines, loose etc. starting mainly from the 
mid-20th Century to end. Designed for re imagining into saleable internet or bourse lots. S.B. 400.00

95 // United States and worldwide selection from the late 19th Century to the 1980s in five cartons. Thousands of mixed mint and used 
stamps having bountiful backup in albums, stockbooks, manila folders, album, stock pages, and loose. Spotted a small offering of Ha-
waii varying in condition. Also includes a holding of common US covers having a specialized assortment of meters from Gary, Indiana. 
Offered to tempt you. S.B. 400.00

96 // A group of US and Canada some earlies but mostly late twentieth century. Interesting covers, some US first day, first flight, Canadian 
covers and postal stationery. An accumulation that will appeal to dealer and collector. Worth a careful view. S.B. 400.00

97 // An assortment of albums, stock pages, mint sheets and covers that can be mined for the goodies. It has early U. N. that includes some 
covers as well as three large international albums that are moderately filled and stock books. Some mixed condition on the earlies as to 
be expected. Worth viewing. S.B. 375.00

98 // A better assortment than normally encountered. Strong in Bulgaria, a Beethoven topical exhibit and a bit of postage. One of the 
surprises is a Great Britain #1 (Photo). Take a close look at this lot for other possible surprises. S.B. 350.00

99 / One man’s world collection in Scott International albums covering the years 1840-1955.  A few thousand stamps in aged albums: 
Part 1 and 2 circa 1947 and the others purchased in 1956.  Some overlap in pages, but seems to be contiguous through early 1955.  Clean 
pages in the International Junior style that could be the basis of a new vintage, mid-Century modern collection.  Hard to find original 
condition albums like this that are worthy of continuation. S.B. 350.00

100 / An attractive holding of interest to a topical collector, among others. Part of the focus is on the U. S. Bicentennial with much of it 
coming from independent Africa. The other half of this group is in five full binders of basically modern material.  Take your time look-
ing at a few thousand mostly mint never hinged stamps, then make your bid. S.B. 325.00

101 / Some remainder collection pages along with medium priced accumulations. Early Turkey, Germany, Spain, South America and U. S. 
are among the areas present. A good look will help you arrive at the right number. S.B. 300.00
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102 / A group of early and modern items with an emphasis on the U. S. and Norway. It includes mint sheets from Africa, revenues and 
moderately filled albums. Two empty albums provide a challenge. Worth your time to view. S.B. 300.00

103 // A better collection of Bangladesh with mint, souvenir sheets and covers including victory covers. An impressive Burma collection 
1937-1970s. Also, some US postage. Take a little time to appreciate these collections. S.B. 300.00

104 // United States and worldwide accumulation roughly from the late 19th Century to the 1980s in three cartons. Thousands and 
thousands of commonly found mint and used stamps having lots of backup in small boxes in glassines, envelopes, two stockbooks, 
etc. Entails two empty albums. Includes Eastern, Western Europe having Hungary, Austria, Germany etc. Includes a small box of used 
United States #294-759 in glassines, a brown bag off paper mixture, and postal stationery. A small box of Christmas Seals plus miscel-
lany round out this eclectic offering. S.B. 300.00

105 / United States and worldwide collections/assortment from the late 19th Century to the 1990s in two cartons. Covers hundreds and 
hundreds of mixed common mint and used stamps in albums, binders, and album pages. Includes two each US Minuteman, Scott albums 
and also  Canada, Australia and New Zealand. Comprises a wee bit of United States and Canada postage to count. Good rudimentary 
collections. S.B. 250.00

106 / Are you a treasure hunter? If you are mate, this one needs your ability to dig. Boxes of loose covers and pages, stamps, postage, plate 
blocks and albums. A few albums are virtually empty, and others moderately filled.  Included are a couple books on philately and a 
scattering of supplies. Take a look to locate the “gems”. S.B. 250.00

107 / Mixed group gone through by a collector and kicked back into circulation. The most valuable portion is the Canal Zone plus some 
usefulness from the eight inch high stack of approval pages. S.B. 190.00

108 // True philatelic landfill in 12 cartons.  Much is modern postal history (i.e., mail) from the U.S. and around the globe with registered, 
certified, and insured usages scattered about.  Another carton is clippings, again U.S. and foreign.  Several binders of subscription covers 
and stamps in glassines round out the lot. S.B. 150.00

109 // A kitchen sink lot of pedestrian collections and postage. Lots to play with for a small amount of money. Shipping weight 50lbs., call 
for a rate quote. S.B. 150.00

110 // A stamp promotor’s paradise. Includes stamps and covers in pretty packaging. So much for so little. S.B. 150.00
111 / A philatelic promotor’s paradise. Well over 40 binders, books, etc. loaded with modern material with a thematic flavor. Huge original 

cost being offered at today’s prices. A savvy eBay seller’s delight. S.B. 100.00
112 // A hodge podge bunch in a large carton. Includes entires, mostly modern and a few older FDC’s, foreign currency (Canadian $10 bill 

spotted), a couple elementary U.S. collections. Cheap foreign spread out in small stock books, and yes, postage (a few $5 booklets, and 
a 29¢ flower sheet spotted). Happy digging. S.B. 60.00

113 // Kevin the Minion says, “Buy Kevin’s floor sweepings.”  Back after a brief respite. Seven cartons of United States and worldwide 
having thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having backup in albums, glassines, album, stock pages, and loose. Also includes a 
selection of common FDCs, commercial covers, and postal stationery. Runs through several decades of the 20th Century. Sorry, Minion 
Kevin not included. S.B. 10.00

GENERAL FOREIGN                                                                                                                                                                                                        
 

114 / One man’s accumulation of expensive albums some with stamps.  29 of the 57 are Davo country albums in slipcases mainly each with 
a few stamps.  Most, but not all are the expensive hingeless ones.  All of these Davo albums are in excellent reusable condition with 
no pencil marks.  The other half are a hodge podge of other printed albums including: Scott Specialty, Lindner hingeless, Lighthouse 
hingeless, one Ka-Be, a pair of Schaubek, and a couple of home made.  This group tends to have more stamps, but surprises of higher 
values are few and far between.  These do not match up with the Davos.  Could easily be marketed as single country groups or as empty 
country albums.  Plenty of value in this huge pile of albums. S.B. 1900.00

115 / A massive Worldwide collection in 20 bulking 3 ring binders filled with stock pages. Thousands and thousands of mint and used 
stamps. Many NH sets from the 1960’s to about 1980. The Germany and areas are the best of the bunch. Think of all albums you can 
fill. S.B. 1500.00

116 / A-Z worldwide collection in seven cartons. Tens of thousands mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir 
sheets. Consists of six Global Minkus albums to 1966 and then eight Scott Specialty albums and slipcases from 1966 to the 1990s. Also 
encompasses three A-Z albums having stamps with UN themes from the 1960s to 1990s and one binder each of Lighthouse 1920s-1980s 
and Music thematic offerings. Rounding out this holding are a multitude of collector’s duplicates in plastic bags. S.B. 1500.00

117 / Fifty-five A-Z Master Global Albums and individual Minkus specialty country albums going to the mid 1980’s. Some are long 
sought after, out of print, French Community and British Colonies. Prior eras are very lightly populated with predominantly used mate-
rial. All are in dust jackets except two U.S. Liberty albums with stamps of little consequence. A good start for someone interested in the 
world. S.B. 1500.00

118 / Forty-eight Scott International albums with slip cases. Sparsely populated with some countries better represented than others con-
tinuing through 2007. A collection definitely worth continuing and updating. S.B. 1400.00

119 / Thirty-nine red 102 size boxes with thousands of stamps ready for show or internet. A group that can be processed quickly. Take the 
time to view for quick profits. S.B. 1400.00

120 / An accumulation of mint and used in 32 retired APS sales circuit books. Wide variety with loads of catalog. Some duplication 
condition mixed. Needs a set of International albums. S.B. 1350.00

121 / A messy accumulation of 19th, 20th century mint and used on stock cards and pages, sales cards and pages with some strength in 
Italy. Condition mixed with general and topical possibilities. S.B. 1200.00
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122 / Six cartons of pure randomness.  Among the more interesting things we spotted were a neat box of mint Andorra, a French Polynesia 
group, a few worldwide albums – some of which have a number of moderate to better items – a Germany Specialty album, a stockbook 
of Japan souvenir sheets, a stockbook of North Borneo, and much, much more.  Even includes the Life Magazine rare stamp issue in 
nice condition.  Well worth digging into during an extended view and well worth an aggressive bid. S.B. 1050.00

123 / A mint and used collection of several hundred hinged in a Scott International Part I. Loads of medium values throughout and very 
strong Denmark. Condition mixed, very nice group. S.B. 1000.00

124 / A-Z collection in twelve Scott International albums in three cartons. Thousands and thousands of mixed mint and sued stamps in full, 
partial sets, singles and souvenir sheets mostly from the late 19th Century to the mid-1970s. Some countries have add-ons on blanks 
pages to 1999. Some of the albums are a little disheveled which does not distract from this collector’s collection. Check it out. You 
might like it. S.B. 1000.00

125 / A stimulating mass of worldwide souvenir sheets piled randomly into four pizza type boxes.  The overwhelming majority are mint 
NH with occasional hinged or used to be found.  Better sheets from San Marino, Switzerland, and Belgium and a White Plains sheet can 
be found along with many topically related.  Hundreds of items in all.  Ideal for dealer or worldwide collector. S.B. 900.00

126 / A consignment balance of a dozen nice little collections with Norway being the best. A couple other countries have strong holdings 
such as Turkey and Sudan. There are over a couple thousand stamps with little duplication. New albums will improve these collections. 
Take time to view. S.B. 900.00

127 / One man’s 13 volume mint and used collection of several hundred mostly different up to the 1970’s. Clean albums however some 
are collapsing under their own weight. Condition mixed. Lots of space available for further expansion. S.B. 900.00

128 / Consignment balance. Includes a nice Sweden and nice value in British and a couple European collections thrown in for a bonus. Good 
topical content. S.B. 850.00

129 // Worldwide assortment roughly from the late 19th Century to the 1980s in seven cartons. Thousands and thousands of mixed mint 
and used stamps in albums, stockbooks, binders, folders, glassines etc. having backup. Includes Scott Specialty albums for France, 
colonies, and Independent Africa, several stockbooks of common Germany, a stockbook of common China plus other eclectic countries. 
Come along for the ride is several hundred face United States postage in glassines, and several hundred FDCs from the 1960s to 1980s. 
Look you might get a good buy. S.B. 850.00

130 / A comprehensive group with high catalog value. Includes Philippine, Bermuda, Puerto Rico and other pages plus thousands of items 
that are worth investigating. Look for the desirable ones and come up with the right number. S.B. 800.00

131 / Worldwide selection roughly from the early 1900s to the 1970s in three cartons. Thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in full, 
partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having plenty of backup. Consists of six A-Z binders and manila stock pages as well as twenty-
three counter books with a heavy presence of British colonies. A most useful offering. S.B. 750.00

132 / Worldwide selection of Scott albums consisting of six International and two Junior from the 1880s to the 1990s in two cartons. Com-
prises thousands and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Some of the albums 
are nicely populated while several are spare. Still, plenty of stamps to quench your philatelic thirst. S.B. 750.00

133 / Three cartons of country collections in albums and binders. A few thousand mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, 
and souvenir sheets. Involves Spain  mint in a Davo hingeless album from 1955-1976 and Saar mixed mint and used in a Palo color 
pages album and slipcase from 1922-1955. Other collections are in binders on mostly computer-generated or album pages consisting of 
Cameroun 1900-1976, Luxembourg to 1974, Spain (two binders) to 1993, Croatia 1941-45, Montenegro 1874-1943, Serbia 1866-1942, 
Bosnia 1879-1918, and Channel Islands to the 1980s. Some of these collections are sparse leaving the opportunities to complete.  Also 
includes two small counter books of mainly common mint souvenir sheets, blocks of four etc. having backup which could be used for 
trading or for selling. S.B. 750.00

134 / Two cartons of worldwide filled having thousands of mint and used stamps having backup in collections, stockbooks, glassines, album, 
stock pages, old approval books etc. Appears to run through various decades of the 20th Century making this an interesting lot to “fun” 
sort. Go for it. S.B. 750.00

135 / A nice group of singles with owners value from one dollar into the hundreds. Better British and German are present, and inspection 
will turn up the gems. Other countries like Russia and Ireland are well represented. Could be many sleepers here. S.B. 700.00

136  Three delightful collections, Canada, France and Iceland to around 1999 housed in top quality Lighthouse hingeless albums some 
with dust covers. A very clean collection of European quality and mostly never hinged. The collection begins in the early to mid-twen-
tieth century depending on the country. France begins in 1945 the others earlier. Enjoy perusing the photos of this group and prepare 
your bids. S.B. 650.00

137 / A lovely group of fresh material with singles, blocks and souvenir sheets. British and French colonies are well represented includ-
ing some French colony imperforates. A beginning Hong Kong collection for you to inspect. Group also has a large amount of topical 
material. Very desirable selection. S.B. 650.00

138 / Worldwide holding mainly from the 1960s to 1980s in two cartons. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint and some CTO 
mostly in souvenir sheets and some multiples having backup in eighteen counter books and one binder. One  counter book is Iran used 
and mint and two binders of Bulgaria and Yugoslavia mint and used all with duplication. The value is in all the souvenir sheets. 

S.B. 650.00
139 / Selection of worldwide from the early 1900s to the 1990s in six cartons. Thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in albums and 

binders having many from a well-known East Coast promotional company. Plenty of fascinating stamps to satisfy your philatelic needs. 
Set up to sell by the album or binder at bourses or on the internet. Checking out would be beneficial. S.B. 650.00
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140 / Catch all group from the Dundee estate in four heavy cartons.  Poor condition, musty smell, curling and stuck together from improper 
storage.  Highlights include thousands and thousands of mainly common stamps from many countries which at one time were sorted 
into country drawers, but for some reason became separated and neglected for a period of several years.  Still some salvageability with 
many stamps in individual glassines.  Way too much duplication especially in the Vatican City large multiples much of which is dam-
aged.  Fun lot to break down, but not for the faint of heart. S.B. 600.00

141  New issues from 1970s and 1980s sorted by countries in zip lock baggies. Very desirable in tip top condition including India, Thailand, 
Korea and Japan. Well worth a few minutes of your time to view. S.B. 600.00

142 / Worldwide selection from the late 19th Century to the 1990s in four cartons. Thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in albums, 
binders, small boxes, folders etc. having backup. Country albums consists of France, French Community, Germany, and two Harris 
worldwide. Super for constructing internet or bourse boxes. Go for it. S.B. 550.00

143 / An interesting assembly of ten albums and or binders lightly to liberally populated with 19th, 20th century mint and used mainly 
lower priced material. The strength lies in British, French Colonies, Latin American, and Poland. Wonderful opportunity for general 
collector with lots of empty albums to fill. S.B. 500.00

144  New issue assortment from the 1990s to 2000 from the Dundee Estate filling one banker box. Includes France, Spain, and Vatican 
consisting of hundreds and hundreds of stamps in complete sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets as purchased by the owner. A 
money maker at our suggested bid. S.B. 500.00

145  Euro new issue selection mainly from 2001-2005 from the Dundee Estate in one banker box. Includes hundreds and hundreds of 
stamps in complete sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets as purchased by the owner having some duplication from France and 
Spain. Bring a calculator for an enthusiast euro encounter. S.B. 500.00

146 / A-V stock selection roughly from the 1940s to the 1980s in three banker boxes from the Dundee Estate. Involves worldwide sheets, 
multiples, and some booklets having thousands of mainly mint stamps having a musty patina with massive backup. Some of the sheets 
are curled from age or storage and have some toning spots. If you can get past the smell, could be a money maker if found the right 
market.  Just needs some dryer sheets and an airing out. An old holding that has not been searched in decades. S.B. 500.00

147 / A-Z four volume Scott International collection from 1850-1940 in one carton. Thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in full, 
partial sets, and singles. Several pages are damaged at the bottom in the Dominican Republic section (see scan) otherwise other pages 
are fine. Ready to fill in with your unmounted stamps in order to create a nice collection. S.B. 500.00

148 / One carton of worldwide from the late 19th Century to the 1970s. Encompasses thousands of mixed common mint and used stamps 
having backup mainly in stockbooks. Needs a marketer’s skill to reorganize into saleable units. S.B. 500.00

149 / A couple thousand mostly different mounted in a 31-folder group.  Worth your time for a careful viewing. S.B. 450.00

150 / Assorted Foreign Collections. Twelve-album holding, with Minkus, White Ace, and home-made pages. Thousands of stamps. Includes 
both mint and used material, with a good amount of Germany, Belgium, Switzerland, and several other European countries. Also contains 
an Allied Military Government (AMG) album, a Queen Elizabeth Silver Jubilee album, and much more. Albums are clean and ready to 
be loved and used. S.B. 450.00

151 / An old-timers world-wide collection in four Scott (copywrite 1950) volumes. Moderately filled with some countries stronger, like 
China, than others. This one was laying around for a few decades and is worth looking through for the gems. S.B. 450.00

152 / Assortment of worldwide in two cartons from the Rambler Estate. Thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having plenty of backup 
in an album five binders or stockbooks. Includes a Russia collection in a Minkus album from 1870-1963, three Showgaurd boxes con-
taining stock cards of two miscellaneous A-Z worldwide and one Russia organized and identified by catalog numbers. Searching would 
be beneficial. A tail end selection from this outstanding consignment. S.B. 450.00

153  Selection of new issues from the 1979 to the early 2000 from the Dundee Estate in one banker box. Comprises Aland, Iceland, Faroe 
Islands, and Norway consisting hundreds and hundreds of stamps in complete sets, singles, and souvenir sheets as purchased by the 
owner having duplication. Checking this lot would be profitable. S.B. 400.00

154 / Worldwide accumulation in four cartons from the Dundee Estate from various decades of the 20th Century. Includes hundreds and 
hundreds of common mixed mint and used stamps having backup in glassines, small boxes, loose etc. A most useful selection for con-
structing bargain boxes. S.B. 400.00

155 / Accumulation of worldwide in five pizza size boxes from the late 19th Century to the 1970s in one carton. Thousands and thousands 
of mixed mint and used stamps having bountiful backup on album, stock pages, glassines etc. Beneficial for building bourse bargain 
boxes. S.B. 400.00

156 / One carton having six pizza size boxes containing hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps on stock, album pages, 
glassines, sale cards etc. from various decades of the 20th Century. Good pickings throughout. S.B. 400.00

157 / A comprehensive assortment that is a weighted toward Canada. A good share of the value is in Canadian postage plus a nice collection of 
Canadian postal cards and stationery. Worth a few minutes of the dealer or Canadian collector’s time for viewing. S.B. 375.00

158 / General Foreign Hoard. Two cartons of mint and used singles and sets from various countries around the world. No U.S. On album 
pages and loose in glassines. Thousands of stamps, semi organized. Noticed material from Indonesia, Korea, British Commonwealth, 
Russia, Germany, Crete, Scandinavia, France, etc. Also includes a good-sized assortment of Princess Di stamps. Perfect lot for eBay 
entrepreneurs. S.B. 375.00

159 / Worldwide accumulation roughly from the 1930s to the 1960s in a pizza size box from the Dundee Estate. Several hundred mostly 
mint stamps but also some and used having a musty patina mainly souvenir sheets but also full, partial sets or singles having useful 
backup. Also includes some toning spots from storage or age. Appears mid-range items from Western and Eastern Europe that did not 
make our criteria for single auction lots. Made to order for internet sales. An old holding that has not been searched in decades. 

S.B. 350.00
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160 / Two cartons of worldwide albums from the early 1900s to the 1960s. Entails hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps 
in six remaindered sparse Scott International albums plus three miscellaneous albums. Suitable for selling by the album or to fill up 
with your loose stamps. Take a gamble. Go for it. S.B. 350.00

161 / Two “Brownie” albums consisting of 19th Century and 1901-1920. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps mainly in partial 
sets and singles. Albums are somewhat remaindered and have wear from age or storage but still decent. Worthy of your attention. 

S.B. 350.00
162 / A messy accumulation of 19th, 20th century mint and used on stock cards and pages, sales cards and pages with some strength in 

Norway. Condition mixed with general and topical possibilities. S.B. 325.00
163 / Carton of leftovers from a small consignment.  Highlights include: an old world album with hundreds of remaining stamps,  five 

stockbooks of various sizes the largest two holding duplicated stocks of Luxembourg and Liechtenstein, and a box of unsorted odd 
countries ready for rediscovery.  Philatelic fun. S.B. 325.00

164 / Worldwide better issues on cards and sales pages. Approximately $3,600 in 2017 SCV. Includes items from Great Britain, Gibraltar, 
Andorra, French Offices in China, Belgium, and British Offices in Morocco. All stamps identified, evaluated, described, and priced. 
Plenty of material to add to an existing collection or to a dealer’s retail stock. S.B. 300.00

165 / Selection of worldwide from 1953-1995 from the Rambler Estate in a computer paper box. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of 
mainly mint stamps but also a sprinkling of used in full sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets. The focus is on British Caribbean 
plus other Commonwealth areas on new issues in glassines and small manila envelopes from 1975-1995. Super for filling those holes 
in your collection or for internet sales. S.B. 300.00

166 / Worldwide assortment in four cartons from the early to mid-20th Century. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mainly common 
stamps in fifteen albums from various makers. A good start in building a worldwide collection or for breaking in smaller units for the 
internet S.B. 300.00

167 / Last two carton run off from a large volume former brick and mortar dealer. Just a few old remaindered albums and collections with 
a handful still useful. Could easily be broken into a dozen or so country groups for internet sales. S.B. 250.00

168 / Egypt, Ethiopia, Philippines, and Liberia stock assortment approximately from the 1920s to the 1970s in one carton from the Dundee 
Estate. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint stamps but also some used having a musty patina in full, partial sets, singles, and 
souvenir sheets having joyful backup. Mostly identified by Scott numbers in glassines and somewhat in sequential order.  An unusual 
combo begging you to bid on. Terrific for online sales. An old holding that has not been searched in decades. S.B. 250.00

169 / A lovely group in well organized stock pages. Swiss selection is strong and there is a good amount of Sweden with many other areas 
represented. This is a group worth investigating. S.B. 250.00

170 / Floor sweepings filling a banker box. What you see is what you get. S.B. 250.00

171 / Accumulation roughly from 1950-1999 in two cartons. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps encompassing a 
sparse Disney collection in three binders from 1981-84, Princess Diana 1999 Death issues in a binder, and two small boxes consisting 
of mainly souvenir sheets. Likewise entails a Maldives collection from 1950-82 in a Minkus album having pages not attracted to the 
binder, a small box of glassines with Pakistan, Nepal, Bangladesh, Burma, and Goa having backup with several hundred used and a 
binder of common US 1950s-1960s FDCs plus miscellany. S.B. 250.00

172  Worldwide selection from the 1970s to 1984 collection from the Rambler Estate in a medium box. Nearly seventy booklets in two 
Safe binders and slipcases consisting about half from Great Britain and the Commonwealth and the other half from China (PRC over 
10) 1980-84, Norway, and Faroe Islands. S.B. 250.00

173 / Greece and Turkey stock assortment from the late 1930s to the 1950s in a small box from the Dundee Estate. Entails hundreds of 
mainly mint stamps but also some used having a musty patina in full, partial sets, and singles having useful backup. Mainly identified by 
Scott numbers in glassines and somewhat in sequential order. Take a chance. An old holding that has not been searched in decades. 

S.B. 200.00

174  Better sets and singles in a dealer counter book. Clean and fresh condition and perfect for the internet or show dealer. Readily sale-
able. S.B. 180.00

175 / Three worldwide albums which start in the late 19th Century consisting of Scott Grand Award to 1962, Minkus Comprehensive 
to 1952 and Dansco to 1949 in one carton. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps mostly partial sets and singles. The 
Dansco album is populated but the other two are sparse. Offered appropriately. S.B. 150.00

176 / A group of albums that are very sparsely populated. One of the stock books has some material. Offered cheaply.          S.B. 100.00
177 // Worldwide accumulation roughly from the 1920s to the 1970s in two of out largest cartons. Thousands and thousands of mostly 

used stamps in binders, envelopes, stock page, and small boxes having enormous backup. Includes bundleware from Canada, Australia 
and United States. Also entails a wee bit of US low value postage. Plenty of stamps to fulfill your philatelic needs. Take a look. 

S.B. 100.00
178 / Stamps made by different methods including recordings, holograms, in relief and more. Interesting group that viewing will prove 

illuminating and possibly the beginnings of an exhibit. Well worth a careful view. S.B. 100.00
179 // Two cartons of United States and worldwide subscription items from the 1980s-1990s. Includes eight binders having some produced 

by the Postal Commemorative Society or Reader’s Digest. Shirley Temple, Grimm’s Fairytales, and US Airmail are some topicals. 
S.B. 95.00

180  An untouched since 1982 paper mixture in eight 18x14x12 cartons with a net weight of 130 lbs. Includes Canada, Sweden, Norway, 
and Great Britain (primarily 1970’s issues and very strong in Machins). You’ll need a bathtub and a snow shovel. S.B. 80.00
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CINDERELLAS                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

181  The best three albums of classic (1880-1939) Cinderellas (mainly poster stamps) from a large holding.  Thousands and thousands 
of different.  Already semi-sorted for internet sales.  Mainly European, stored in black stockpages.  Includes one mounted album from 
around 1916 containing hundreds along with a multitude of scarce to rare singles and sets.  Lots of wonderful topicals.  Be sure to reserve 
some time to thoroughly view this unusual large group of Cinderellas. S.B. 2200.00

182 / United States and worldwide selection starting in the classic era and continuing to various decades of the 20th Century in three 
cartons. Incorporates thousands and thousands of captivating cinderellas offering a range of topics. A dealer or collector should take 
note as you might not see this quantity for a long time. S.B. 2000.00

183 / Topical cinderellas assortment consisting of thousands of United States and worldwide in fourteen binders or stockbooks from vari-
ous decades of the 20th Century in two cartons. Encompasses flowers, women, ethnic, religious, fruit, cheese, perfume, matchbook 
miscellaneous vintage etc. A well-rounded selection that needs your inspection to come up with the right number. S.B. 1100.00

184 / Cinderella specialist item.  Magazine: Das Plakat, Mai 1914, demonstrating the art that goes into the production of posters and poster 
stamps (9 x 11 1/2”).  Shows examples of various production techniques in large and smaller form.  Includes the rare plates and proofs 
of the poster stamps illustrating the article by Arthur Kirsten found in the Magazine and was a purchased optional part of the magazine.  
Scarce to rare. S.B. 250.00

185 / Five pizza type boxes and a stockbook filled with labels, seals, revenues, cinderellas, fantasies, and other little pieces of colored paper 
that Scott doesn’t list.  Ranges from cheap Christmas and Easter seals to a nice group of Polish locals or seals to things we haven’t seen 
before.  A real treasure hunt certain to please at our suggested bid. S.B. 200.00

186  The complete Lord Roberts Memorial Fund Stamp Album circa 1915.  144 all different poster stamps sold to benefit wounded 
soldiers.  Most of these album that exist have 72 or fewer stamps.  It is very rare to find one with all 144.  This one also includes the 
information tickets that were sold separately.  Hard bound with brown and gold.  Solid.  Frontal page has some slight damage. No pencil 
marks or other distractions. Stamp in exemplary condition.  First complete one we have ever seen. S.B. 120.00

187 / Just over 100 different mainly German labels and vintage poster stamps focused on flight as a topic.  A nice group of “Luftfahrerdank”, 
and “flugsport-serie” labels.  Compact in a small pizza sized box. S.B. 100.00

188  1897 Brussels Exposition collection in a removed section of an old poster stamp album (pgs. 94-112 complete).  The Expo stamps are 
complete for the pages showing a total of 84 different stamps which includes even a few unlisted all hinged to the pages.  Includes the 
elusive multi-colored issues.  Buried for many years so the colors are “post fresh”.  Necessary part of a Brussels 1897 exhibit. 

S.B. 100.00

TOPICALS                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

189  An almost entirely mint 1896-2000 Olympic topical collection. Over 8600 either stamps or souvenir sheets (owner’s count) and a 
few covers.  Very neat, clean, and well organized. A reliable inventory enclosed. S.B. 2400.00

190 // Comprehensive Insurance related collection in five alphabetically organized three ring binders.  Includes: covers, documents, 
brochures, hand outs, advertising pieces, match book covers, stock certificates, and other ephemera. We kept the collection together 
removing nothing to the singles section. The substantial value is in the covers 1830-1915 many of which are antique (stampless) and 
vintage advertising covers.  Organized by company name.  Some companies are easily recognized while others are short-lived and 
obscure.  Page after page of interesting material which could easily be organized into an exhibit with many showpieces.  Also includes 
a box of the unsorted and unprocessed, waiting for another interested owner.  Perfect retirement project for an agent looking to find a 
new hobby, as the hard work of procuring suitable material has a 40 year head start.. S.B. 1900.00

191 // Birds, Birds, and more birds, hundreds and hundreds perhaps thousands of mainly NH sets and singles honoring our feathered 
friends.  Immense Cat. with scores of $20-$100 Cat. sets.  Not touched since 2011, but the strength is in the 1990-2010 time period.  
Many scarce sets.  An attempt was made at one time to sort by country, but is more jumbled than anything else.  At least the sets stayed 
together in the seven stockbooks and binders.  A handful or two of covers only adds to the value.  Will be great fun to organize into 
an advanced topical exhibit.  Some almost invisible duplication, but offset by the better than usual quality.  A pleasure to view. 

S.B. 1100.00
192  British colonies King George V and VI Omnibus issues from 1935-1949 from the Rambler Estate. Includes complete mint sets nicely 

mounted in black mounts on White Ace pages in a binder from 1935 Silver Jubilee, 1937 Coronation, 1946 Peace, 1948 Silver Wedding, 
and 1949 UPU. Always a popular topical that would look regal on your shelf. S.B. 1000.00

193 / Antarctica collection in one carton from the Rambler Estate. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full, partial sets, 
singles, and souvenir sheets neatly mounted in black mount. Includes French Southern Antarctic Territory (FSAT) in a Linder hingeless 
album and slipcase complete from 1958 to 1981 and in a binder of Australian, British Antarctica Territories, Ross Dependency, South 
Georgia, Falklands, and Falkland Dependencies from the 1950s to 1980.  Includes over fifty FDCs and covers from the 1960s to 1981. 
Also comprises seven manila envelopes containing in glassines extra mint stamps from 1975-1995 for all the listed issuing areas which 
could be mounted if you found the pages for continuation. Great topical appeal especially if you like penguins. S.B. 750.00

194  Disney topical selection from the 1980s to 1990s in four cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full sets and souvenir 
sheets in seven yellow binders. Also includes seventeen empty binders and pages. A banker box involves mainly Disney Dogs in full 
sets and souvenir sheets on computer generated pages. Maybe were intended for the white binders. A thematic selection always popular 
with philatelists or non-philatelists. S.B. 450.00
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195  Disney and Rowland Hill collections in one carton from the Rambler Estate. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full, partial 
sets, singles, and souvenir sheets nicely mounted in black mounts. Consists of Disney from 1970-1983 in two binders and two 1979 
Hill in two Lyndhurst albums from the UK.  Also includes a small manila envelope of mainly 1984 Disney stamps in glassines. Both 
collections appear mostly complete for the dates. S.B. 350.00

196 / Worldwide presentation folders and ITU topical assortment in two cartons. Consists of a few hundred sets from the mid-1950s to 
the early 1970s given to Russell Cook, Director of the ITU in Geneva, Switzerland. Some are very elaborate whereas others are just 
folders in envelopes as issued by the various nations. Includes both French and British ITU Omnibus sets along with several ROC and 
Asia from the 1960s. Seldom offered in this quantity. S.B. 300.00

197 // Zeppelin related ephemera and covers in a compact deep dish pizza box.  All eras.  Mixed condition.  Includes: A handful of worldwide 
Zeppelin covers, photos and cigarette cards of Zeppelin flights, brochures, newspaper articles, reprinted postcards, and an autographed 
picture of Hans von Schiller signed when he was the last living pilot of a Zeppelin flight.  Totals over 100 items.  Would really dress 
up your Zeppelin collection. S.B. 300.00

198 / Dog topical selection mainly from the 1960s to 1970s in two cartons. Hundreds of mostly mint stamps in sets and souvenir sheets on 
computer generated pages nicely mounted in sixteen binders. Spotted many Trucial States and some noncountry entities. You will not 
be barking up the wrong tree by viewing this super neat assortment. S.B. 250.00

199 // Rotary collection from 1931 to 1981 in White Ace albums and slipcases in one carton from the Rambler Estate. Hundreds and hundreds 
of mainly mint stamps in full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets nicely mounted in black mounts. Also encompasses two binders of over 
hundred covers as well as additional stamps in a small manila envelope. A wonderful tropical collection that would be honored to go 
home with you. S.B. 250.00

200 / 1936 German Olympics. Approximately 320 items, carefully counted and neatly packed. Includes event covers, private and commercial 
correspondence, cigarette cards, and mass-produced souvenir photos. Great start to an exciting topical specialty. S.B. 250.00

201 / Topical accumulation with space and Disney emphasized. Mint sheets perforated and imperforated of Fujeira Aristocrats and a clean 
partial Europa collection accompany over a hundred glassines to complete the assemblage. A topical collector will enjoy searching this 
group. S.B. 240.00

202 / Miscellaneous topical collection/assortment in one carton. Incorporates hundreds and hundreds of mostly stamps but also some used 
in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets booklets mainly custom-organized on quadrille, blank pages or stock pages in six bind-
ers. Includes United Nations from 1951/2003, Prince Diana 1997 Memorium, Prince William 2000 and Abraham Lincoln 150th Years. 
Useful and historical. S.B. 200.00

203 / Cat topical A-Z selection from around the 1950s to 1980s from the Rambler Estate in a medium box.  Hundreds of different mint 
and some CTO stamps in full sets and singles nicely organized on Showgard stock cards in four small boxes in ABC order and having 
Cat. numbers. Also contains a small manila envelope of extras in glassines including some souvenir sheets. A purring good lot. 

S.B. 150.00

ASIA                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

204 / Early China and Shanghai mounted on attractive homemade pages. This will be a great beginning with many of the earlies present. 
Some duplication and there are a two Royal Philatelic Society certificates that will accompany this group, both for Shanghai, items #13 
and #45. A wonderful collector offering. Worth exploring. S.B. 3250.00

205 / Welcome to Southeast Asia. Meet and study the stamps of Indochina, Burma, French Offices in China, North Borneo, Malaya/Malaysia, 
Hong Kong, Straits Settlements, Sarawak, and Singapore. Loads of mint and used singles and sets on album pages, in stockbooks, and 
in glassines. Mainly twentieth century. Semi-sorted. Varying degrees of duplication. Mixed condition, but much material F-VF. Miss-
ing the most elusive stamps, but plenty of Cat. value in intermediate-level stamps. Perfect for a start in a new collecting field. 

S.B. 800.00
206 / A group of small collections and accumulation. Indonesia has the most value with much Scott unlisted material. Condition mixed. 

Perfect for the Asian accumulator. S.B. 475.00
207  A small group from the islands. Mint sheets from the Ryukyus, Marshall Islands and Micronesia are accompanied by a small selection 

of Items from Japan. A spot check of the mint sheets shows never hinged. A lot that can be used for internet sales. Worth a few minutes 
of your time to view. S.B. 300.00

BENELUX                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

208 / Benelux stock accumulation from the early 1900s to the early 1990s in five cartons from the Dundee Estate. Thousands of mainly 
mint stamps but also some used having a musty patina in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having lots and lots of backup. 
Mainly identified by Scott numbers in glassines and somewhat in sequential order. Consists of two cartons each of Netherlands, Belgium 
and their colonies and one carton of Luxembourg. Three out of five cartons are only half filled. Useful for constructing internet lots. An 
old holding that has not been searched in decades. S.B. 1000.00

209 // Benelux selection from 1954 to 1995 in two cartons. Several thousand mainly mint stamps in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, 
and booklets. Breakdown comprises Belgium collection in a Schaubek hingeless album from 1969-1989, Brussel’s World Fair 1958 
binder in old style clear mounts, and Netherlands in a binder on Schaubek pages from 1969 to 1991. Also contains Luxembourg from 
1954-1995 custom-organized in clear mounts plus two other binders of Luxembourger material roughly as well as over 150 FDCs in 
six folders from 1978-1995. Rounding out this holding are extras from mostly Luxembourg on manila pages having beneficial backup 
but also some from Belgium, Netherlands, and Austria. Useful offering. S.B. 650.00
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BRITISH                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

210 / Great Britain and colonies assortment roughly from the 1920s to the 1970s in two cartons. Comprises thousands of mint and used 
stamps having useful backup in six binders on manila stock pages organized in A-Z order. A beneficial holding that would be a profit-
able purchase. S.B. 950.00

211 / An assembly of six different British Colonies. Included  is a three volume 1952-2012 Papua New Guinea in 2 KABE and 1 Palo al-
bums, a two volume 1953-2005 St. Helena collection in KABE albums, St Vincent and St Vincent Grenadines stock of several hundred 
with much Disney topicals, a small New Zealand mint and used hinged on pages, a 1948-2004 Tokelau collection on White Ace pages, 
and finally, a Tristan da Cunha collection up to the 1980’s. Very clean grouping with much NH. S.B. 850.00

212 // British colonies collections/assortment from the late 19th Century to about 2008 in two cartons. Thousands of mainly mint stamps 
in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets mostly custom-organized on stock or blank pages in binders. Interspersed 
throughout are neat FDCs and unused postal stationery from the various areas. Includes Norfolk Island from 1949 to the 2000s, Pitcairn 
Island to 2007, Christmas Island also to 2007, Canada in four binders having mixed mint and used from the 1880s to about 2008. Also 
entails a potpourri of Pacific Islands from Samoa, Tonga, Fiji, Niue, Cook Islands, Ross Dependency, Aitutaki, Niue, Tokelau Nauru, 
Cocos-Keeling Islands, and the Isle of Man (which got lost and found its way to the Pacific). This collection has just about every island 
but Gilligan’s. Take this one on a 3-hour tour. S.B. 800.00

213 / British colonies A-M (Aden-Montserrat) assortment from the 1890s to 1980s from the Rambler Estate in a medium box.  Hundreds 
and hundreds of mostly different mint and used stamps in full, partial sets and singles nicely organized on Showgard stock cards in a 
shoebox in ABC order and having Cat. numbers. Ready to stock or rock. S.B. 750.00

214 / British colonies N-Z (Nauru-Zimbabwe) selection from the 1880s to 1980s from the Rambler Estate in a medium box. Includes 
hundreds and hundreds of mostly different mint and used stamps in full, partial sets and singles nicely organized on Showgard stock 
cards in a shoebox in ABC order and having Cat. numbers. Arranged for immediate sales. S.B. 750.00

215 / Lightly populated collection including Canada, Malta, Gibraltar and Channel Islands. There are better stamps and sets throughout 
with Great Britain having a #1, however, #140 is a perfin. Some mixed condition on the earlies and a couple stamps in the wrong place. 
Still, a useful selection worth viewing. S.B. 600.00

 216 / British colonies stock selection circa the 1920s to the 1980s in two cartons from the Dundee Estate. Encompasses thousands of mainly 
mint stamps but also some used having a musty patina in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having pleasant backup. Mainly 
identified by Scott numbers in glassines and somewhat in sequential order. Entails Oceania, Caribbean, Africa colonies. Well worth 
viewing as it needs a new home. An old holding that has not been searched in decades. S.B. 450.00

217  British colonies selection from 1953-1981 in two cartons from the Rambler Estate. Encompasses complete mint  Omnibus/Royalty 
sets nicely mounted on album pages in binders or albums. Involves Coronation, Freedom from Hunger, Red Cross, ITU, ICY, Churchill, 
World Cup, UNESCO, 1972 Silver Wedding, 1973, 1981 Royal Weddings, 1977 Silver Jubilee, and 1980 Queen Mother. Also includes 
seven small manila envelopes containing unmounted stamps for 1982 Royal Baby, 1984 Kings, Queens, 1986 Prince Andrew Royal 
Wedding, Princess Diana 21st Birthday, Queen Elizabeth 60th Birthday, 1981 Royal Wedding,, and 1953,1976 Royal Visits. Pour a cup 
of tea and grab a biscuit for an enjoyable experience. S.B. 450.00

218 / A comprehensive assortment of medium to better items containing only a few duplicates. Strongest in Hong Kong but other desirable 
items are present. An attractive lot worth a good look. S.B. 400.00

BRITISH AMERICA                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

219 / A better collection with the Bahamas, Barbados, Canada and Newfoundland being the strongest in the early years. Canada has mint 
jubilees to the fifty cent and a used $4. There are other areas where you will find items of special interest. This is a group that should 
be investigated thoroughly. S.B. 750.00

BRITISH OCEANIA                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

220 / British Oceania outstanding mainly complete collection for the period listed in a two Scott Specialty albums and slipcases in one 
carton from the Rambler Estate. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mostly mint stamps in full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets neatly 
mounted in black mounts. Involves Cook Islands 1892-1982, Niue 1902-1982, Aitutaki 1903-1982, and Penrhyn Island from the 1970s 
to early 1980s. Also encompasses four small manila envelopes containing glassines of extra mint stamps from 1975-1995 for all the 
listed countries which could be mounted if you found the pages for continuation. S.B. 750.00

221  British Oceania collections on clean Scott album pages appearing to be Scott complete from the Rambler Estate in a pizza size box. 
Includes hundreds of mint stamps in full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets gracefully mounted in black mounts. Involves Christmas 
Island 1958-81, Cocos-Keeling 1963-1981, and Norfolk Island 1947-81. Encompasses three small manila envelopes containing glassines 
with extra mint stamps from 1975-1995 from these three countries ready to be mounted and continuation. S.B. 350.00

222  British Oceania collections from the Rambler Estate in a medium box. Encompasses hundreds of mint stamps in full sets, singles, 
and souvenir sheets nicely mounted in black mounts. Involves Samoa in a Seven Seas album 1962-1981 having pages from 1984-1988, 
Pitcairn Island 1940-62 having pages 1983-1993, and British Overseas Indian Territory (BIOT) 1968-81 having pages 1982-87. Also 
includes three small manila envelopes containing glassines with extra mint stamps from 1975-1995 for these countries ready to be 
mounted and continuation. S.B. 250.00
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CENTRAL AMERICA                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

223 / Mostly mint collections that includes a good amount of specialized material. The two collections in this group are Guatemala which 
ends in 1939 and a Panama selection ending in 1956. The back of the book is strong. Clean and fresh group that deserves your attention. 
Make time to view this lot. S.B. 1600.00

EASTERN EUROPE                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

224 / Eastern Europe stock selection from the 1920s to the 1980s in three cartons from the Dundee Estate. Incorporates thousands of 
mainly mint stamps but also some used having a musty patina in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having money making 
backup. Mainly identified by Scott numbers in glassines and somewhat in sequential order. Includes Albania, Bulgaria, Poland, Russia, 
Romania, and Yugoslavia. An old holding that has not been searched in decades. S.B. 950.00

225 // A small gathering of collections. Over half the value is in a Czechoslovakia collection running from 1945- 1970 on Scott pages. 
Another area of value lays in a couple Latvia/Lithuania collections. Also a tiny Croatia collection running from 1992-2000 and then a 
small wholesale lot of 1980’s-1990’s Russian mini sheets in large quantities throw in for ballast. S.B. 550.00

EUROPE                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

226 / One full banker’s box of “old” new issues purchased in bulk from official post office sources.  From all over Europe from 1986-2007.  
Haphazardly stored in a musty place leaving a distinctive but subtle shower curtain aroma.  The stamps are mainly in their original 
glassines and loose as packed in government folders.  Could not find any visibly stuck down so most should survive reclamation.  Huge 
Cat. and lots of face in Euros to count. S.B. 450.00

227 / Another almost full banker’s box of “old” new issues completely different from the first, purchased in bulk from official post office 
sources.  From all over Europe (1986-2007).  Haphazardly stored in a musty place leaving a distinctive but subtle shower curtain aroma.  
The stamps are mainly in their original glassines and loose as packed in government folders.  Could not find any visibly stuck down so 
most should survive reclamation.  Could be a few CTO.  Huge Cat. and lots of face in Euros to count. S.B. 425.00

228 / Germany (DDR) in hingeless albums, a clean selection of Yugoslavia and Norway on stock pages awaiting your inspection. Sets and 
souvenir sheets are easily readied for sale. Appealing to both internet and show dealer. Worth your time to view. S.B. 400.00

IBERIAN PENINSULA                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

229 / Spain, Portugal and their colonies stock selection roughly from the 1930s to the early 1990s in one carton from the Dundee Estate. 
Hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint stamps but also some used having a musty patina in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets 
having beneficial backup. Mostly identified by Scott numbers in glassines and somewhat in sequential order.  Majority are from the 
Mother country having only a small representation from the colonies. Offered to tempt you. An old holding that has not been searched 
in decades. S.B. 250.00

INDEPENDENT AFRICA                                                                                                                                                                                                 

230 / An accumulation of mostly mint in 9 different countries mounted on pages. In approximate order of value is Congo with an owner’s 
Cat. of $1700, Lebanon from early issues to 1960’s, Libya front and back of the book from 1951 through 1977, Central African Republic 
from 1960 through 1979 with an owner’s Cat. of around $2000, Ghana from 1950’s and 1960’s, Guinea from 1950’s and 1960’s, KUT 
from 1960’s through 1970’s, Malagasy from 1950’s through 1970’s, and Malawi mostly 1960’s-1970’s. Good group for topicals. 

S.B. 700.00

LATIN AMERICA                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

231 / A group of small collections and accumulations. Argentina has the most value. Condition mixed. Perfect for the Latin American ac-
cumulator. S.B. 900.00

232 / Latin America stock accumulation roughly from the 1930s to the 1980s in two cartons from the Dundee Estate. Thousands of mainly 
mint stamps but also some used having a musty patina in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having useful backup.  Mainly 
identified by Scott numbers in glassines and somewhat in sequential order. Spotted Central, South America, and Latin Caribbean having 
plenty of Cuba. Made to order for internet sales. An old holding that has not been searched in decades. S.B. 500.00

SCANDINAVIA                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

233 / Scandinavia stock smorgasbord roughly from the 1930s to the 2000s in five cartons from the Dundee Estate. Comprises thousands 
and thousands of mainly mint stamps but also used having a musty patina in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets hav-
ing plenty of backup. Mainly identified by Scott numbers in glassines and sometimes in sequential order. Involves Sweden, Denmark, 
Norway, Greenland, and Finland. An old holding that has not been searched in decades. S.B. 1500.00
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234 / An excellent beginning to a top-notch Denmark collection to 2012. A couple earlies cut a little close but after that it gets better and 
better. Although a cancel collection many mint are present. Includes a good back of the book selection with impressive newspaper 
stamps. Also included is a selection of Sweden stamps. Collection well worth a careful view. S.B. 550.00

235 / A collection to 1993 in two Minkus albums. Weak at the beginning but picks up strength in the early twentieth century. All countries 
are represented although some are sparsely populated. This would be an excellent group to build upon. S.B. 350.00

236  Scandinavia year and stamp sets from the late 1980s to the early 2000s in two banker boxes from the Dundee Estate. Hundreds and 
hundreds of mint stamps having backup from Sweden, Aland, Norway, Iceland etc. Useful for your country collections or for internet 
sales. S.B. 200.00

WESTERN EUROPE                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

237 / Liechtenstein and Switzerland stock selection roughly from the 1930s to the 1980s in one carton from the Dundee Estate. Encom-
passes hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint stamps but also used having a musty patina in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir 
sheets having beneficial backup. Mainly identified by Scott numbers in glassines. Ready for internet sales. An old holding that has not 
been searched in decades. S.B. 300.00

AFGHANISTAN                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

238 / An early Afghanistan group seldom encountered. All stamps have been photographed. The torn stamps are used because that is how 
they were commonly cancelled. An unusual group that should spark interest among collectors. S.B. 250.00

ALGERIA                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

239  Mostly mint collection very complete to the 1950s. The extensive parcel post material is a mixed used and unused. Includes special-
ized material; precancels, imperfs, E.M.F.’s and parcel post. A small lot of locals and 1960s issues round it out. Well worth a careful 
view by the specialist or a collector wanting to take their collection to the next level. S.B. 450.00

ANGUILLA                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

240 / Anguilla collection from 1967/2000. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint stamps in full, some partial sets, singles, 
souvenir sheets, and booklets custom-organized in a binder on blank or stock pages. Different British colony having excellent topical 
appeal. Now is the time to start a new collecting area. S.B. 200.00

ARGENTINA                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

241 / Mostly classical issues including Corrientes and sheets identified as 7a, 7F and 7H. These need inspection by an expert. Huge potential 
Cat. value. A good opportunity for high retail profits. S.B. 600.00

AUSTRALIA                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

242 / Australia collection from 1913-1981 on clean Scott album pages from the Rambler Estate in a pizza size box. Hundreds and hundreds 
of mainly mint, OG stamps but also some used stamps from 1913-1929 in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets charmingly 
mounted in black mounts. Also includes a small manila envelope containing glassines of extra mint stamps from 1975-1995 ready to 
be mounted and continuation. S.B. 600.00

243 / Starts with the first Kangaroos and continues to 2007. Early are canceled but changes over to mint in the mid-1930s. Includes airmail, 
parcel post and other back of the book. Australian Antarctic is mint never hinged in mounts. There are booklets, souvenir sheets and a 
large amount of topical material. Make time to view this collection. S.B. 600.00

AUSTRALIAN STATES                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

244 / A wonderful selection of over 400 stamps, including many of the more difficult ones. The strongest offerings are from Western Australia, 
Tasmania, New South Wales and Victoria. Mixed condition on a few  as to be expected. A very desirable group. S.B. 900.00

245 / Eighty-six items from the ‘Down Under’ states mounted on attractive homemade pages. There is a quality about these stamps (all 
photographed) that collectors will find appealing. Take a close look and come up with your number. S.B. 450.00

AUSTRIA                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

246 / Austria stock assortment roughly from the 1930s to the 1980s in two cartons from the Dundee Estate. Consist of hundreds and 
hundreds of mainly mint stamps but also some used having a musty patina in full, partial sets, singles, and some contemporary souvenir 
sheets having plentiful backup. Mostly identified by Scott numbers in glassines and somewhat in sequential order. An old holding that 
has not been searched in decades. S.B. 400.00
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247 / Compact old European Album containing an Austrian Empire collection.  Mixed mint and used, variable condition.  Good first is-
sues. S.B. 280.00

248 / Old Austria and Area collection on 17 quadrille pages with a nearly complete empire group including the first two issues as well as 
numerous intrusions from Bosnia, Austrian offices, and Lombardi. S.B. 260.00

BARBUDA                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

249  Barbuda collection from 1922 to 2000 in a Scott Specialty album. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full sets, singles, and 
souvenir sheets custom-organized on album pages. Excellent topical selection and ready to breakdown for resale. Rarely seen. 

S.B. 1500.00

BECHUANALAND                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

250 / Forty-six clean and fresh stamps mounted on attractive homemade pages. There are many scarcer stamps here including #9. Deserves 
a careful look (all are photographed) as there are many to appreciate. S.B. 500.00

BELGIUM                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

251 / Three Belgium collections brought together in a medium box.  The best is housed in a basic 3-ring binder and Cats. over $1500 
and includes mint B466A and B466B.  The next is also in a 3-ring binder and has several manila stock sheets with useful.  The last 
is a sparsely populated Lighthouse Hingeless with pages to 1957.  Along for the ride is an envelope of miscellaneous including some 
classics and a bit of colonies. S.B. 325.00

BELGIUM AND COLONIES                                                                                                                                                                                              

252 / A neatly mounted mint and used Belgium and Colonies collection of early issues on attractive homemade pages.          S.B. 800.00

BERMUDA                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

253 / Bermuda tremendous collection in a Battle Green album from 1865 to 1981 with pages to 1984 from the Rambler Estate. Hundreds 
of mostly mint, OG, stamps but also a few used in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets nicely mounted in black mounts. High-
lights encompasses mint Scott #40-54,127c, and 128a both having certificates. Also comprises a small manila envelope containing in 
glassines extra mint stamps from 1975-1995 which could be mounted if you found the pages for continuation. S.B. 750.00

BOLIVIA                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

254 / A wonderful selection of 66 stamps mounted on attractive homemade pages. This group of earlies runs from one to 44 (not inclusive). 
Take time to view these as they can be the bedrock of your Bolivia collection. S.B. 1300.00

255 / An incredibly attractive collection of over a thousand stamps with a focus on centering. The pages are in rough shape so you will be 
looking for a new album. The earlies are better than normally encountered and it continues to the late 1970s. A South American collector 
will find this a great starter group. S.B. 325.00

BRAZIL                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

256 / An exceptional collection of earlies on attractive homemade pages. A good amount of duplication but that originates from block 
collecting and die studies. Scarcer items are present, and a good newspaper selection accompanies. A few covers augment this selection. 
A fine opportunity for the specialist or wannabe. S.B. 1800.00

257 / A simple 1843 through 1977 Brazil collection neatly hinged on Scott pages. Includes #1 and #3, both with certificates then mostly 
lower price items and a mixture of mint and used. Airmails and Back of the Book with the date range are also present. A pleasant way 
to get started. S.B. 475.00

258 / A two-volume homemade mint and used collection. Mostly used before 1950 then turns mint through the 1980’s, a few souvenir 
sheets included. Some duplication, mixed condition in need of a new album. Worth checking out. S.B. 250.00

BULGARIA                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

259 / An interesting group of mostly pre 1930 issues. Some related items like a good selection of Austria used in Bulgaria cancels and a 
bit of Eastern Rumelia accompany this selection. These stamps of a fascinating time period will spark interest. A lovely lot to build 
upon. S.B. 450.00

260 / A close to complete collection of earlies to #88 on attractive homemade pages missing only #22. The stamps are clean and fresh and 
will provide pride in ownership for the collector of Europe. Take time to view this lot. S.B. 400.00
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CANADA                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

261 / A most useful collectors collection beginning with the Large Queen issue and continues strong through the twentieth century with 
many desirable issues such as #158 and 159. Condition is mixed on the earlies but most are attractive sound stamps. A nice collection 
looking for a new album. S.B. 1000.00

262 / Canada collection from the 1860-2003 in one carton. Thousands of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, 
and booklets neatly mounted in black mounts in six White Ace albums and slipcases. Plenty of postage to count; so a trusty calculator 
will be needed. Also includes a chubby stockbook of extras as well as Marshall Islands and United Nations coming along for the ride. 
A collector’s collection ready for completion and continuation. S.B. 900.00

263 / Canada bread and butter collection from 1859-2013 in two Scott Specialty albums and slipcases in one carton. Contains several 
thousand mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets. Owner’s Cat. of about $6,500 for Pre 
1950 and owner’s count 1950-2013 face around $1,000. S.B. 600.00

264 / Canada collection from 1872/2005 in a medium carton. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, 
partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets in three binders on Unity colorized pages or stock pages. A little patience for sorting 
out the postage could be profitable. S.B. 450.00

265 / An elementary mint and used Canada collection/accumulation. Includes a few hundred 19th, 20th century front and back of the 
book plus a few covers and FDC’s. Some duplication and condition is mixed. Good for a budding “Great White North” collector. 

S.B. 300.00
266 / Small accumulation of 15 primarily large and small Queens. 14 are mint og. or unused. Condition quite mixed. Good lot for the 

specialist. S.B. 300.00
267  An assortment of modern booklets, stationary, mint and a few covers. A fresh group of stamps worth a view. S.B. 75.00

CANADA AND PROVINCES                                                                                                                                                                                              

268 / An extremely attractive collection with value in booklets and postage. The twentieth century is the strength and the back of the book 
has interesting items among the revenues that will appeal to the specialist. Some mixed condition on the earlies as to be expected. This 
is a great start to a Canadian collection. Cat. 33500.00

269 / Canada and Provinces collection in a Scott Specialty album with slipcase from 1851-1982 from the Rambler Estate in a medium 
box. Hundreds and hundreds of mint, OG, and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets gracefully mounted in black 
mounts. Entails some better complete sets. Newfoundland is interesting. Includes a large white envelope containing glassines with extra 
mint stamps from 1975-1995 ready to be mounted and continuation. S.B. 1400.00

 
270 / An interesting selection with much of the value in the provinces. There is nicer material especially in the Newfoundland and an 

appealing color study of #60. A good amount of back of the book and a couple stock pages complete this selection. Condition is mixed 
among the earlies as to be expected. A careful look will bring its rewards. S.B. 650.00

271 // An impressive stock of Canada, Newfoundland and Nova Scotia with strength in Newfoundland. A good amount of early material 
with a little mixed condition as to be expected, and an interesting group of covers. Includes a decent amount of postage to add to this 
desirable holding. Well worth a careful look. S.B. 600.00

272 / An opportunity for the Canadian Province collector of revenues. The Newfoundland items are accompanied by an interesting 
group of law stamp revenues. Identified by the van Dam. If you specialize in the provinces, we highly recommend this selection. 

S.B. 450.00
273 / Canada and Newfoundland collection in a Harris album from 1859 to 1976. Hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial 

sets, and singles. A rudimentary collection ready for completion or expansion. S.B. 300.00

CEYLON                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

274 / Ceylon/Sri Lanka comprehensive collection from the 1860s to 2008 in a medium carton. A few thousand mint and used stamps in full, 
partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets neatly mounted in black mounts in two Minkus albums with extras in a stockbook.  Ceylon runs 
to 1972 and Sri Lanka to the end having mostly mint issues. An unusual collection which is rarely offered to contemporary times. 

S.B. 850.00

CHILE                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

275 / A better collection of early material with some duplication. An album would be a great start for this collection taking it to a higher 
level. A desirable selection for the collector. S.B. 375.00

CHINA                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

276  China ROC from the 1990s to 2005 new issue selection from the Dundee Estate in one banker box. Contains hundreds and hundreds 
of stamps in complete sets, singles, and souvenir sheets as purchased by the owner having some duplication. An unusual contemporary 
offering from this country. S.B. 500.00
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277 / An accumulation in stockbooks of PRC and ROC. The ROC is mostly 1990s to early 2000s singles and blocks of four. PRC singles 
and sets from 1990s to around 2010s with some mint never hinged. The stamps are fresh and ready for the internet or show table. 

S.B. 325.00
278 / China selection roughly from the 1930s to the 1980s in a small box from the Dundee Estate. Hundreds and hundreds of mostly 

mint stamps but also some used having duplication and most with a musty patina in glassines and loose. A fun lot to search.       
S.B. 350.00

PRC                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

279 / A very impressive 1949-1990’s four volume mint People’s Republic of China collection neatly mounted in Specialized albums. The 
assembly is made up complete sets and souvenir sheets and all we checked were NH. Many better items remain while most of the sets 
and souvenir sheets in the single section of the auction originated from this collection. One of the most powerful collections of the area 
we have ever offered for a while. S.B. 7500.00

280 / A collection of duplicates from the powerful PRC collection. Over sixty 1950 through 1989 mint sets on stock cards. Almost all are 
NH and there is no duplication with the group. A squeaky clean assembly of solid value. S.B. 350.00

281  A pretty presentation stock book of mint NH early to mid 1970’s sets from an original purchase. Very clean and ready to go. 
S.B. 150.00

COLOMBIA                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

282 / A nice collection of almost 2,000 stamps on loose pages with many early and desirable items to sort out. Mint stamps populate with some 
consistency from 1960 to the 1970s where the collection ends. It is well worth your time to view this group. S.B. 375.00

CUBA                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

283 / Collection of European quality in seven very clean Palo hingeless albums with dust cases to 2012. Mint and used in the early years 
then mint from 1960’s to 1980’s then used 1987 to 2001 and mint again to 2011. Overall very complete in the modern period. Highly 
recommended. S.B. 500.00

CYPRUS                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

284 / Thirty-nine quality stamps on attractive homemade pages. Scott #2 has seven different plates represented. This is a great lot for the 
specialist. Highly recommended. S.B. 400.00

DENMARK                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

285 / A small selection of sixty-six stamps on attractive homemade pages. Beginning with #1 you can tell these were selected for their qual-
ity. All pages are photographed for your viewing. Well worth a careful look. S.B. 375.00

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
 
286 / A particularly good collection of around 2,000 items including souvenir sheets and continuing to the late 1970s before it becomes 

sparse.  Desirable holding on worn pages with a good amount of mint. A new album would make it look even better. Worth a view. 
S.B. 300.00

ECUADOR                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

287 / Treasure from Ecuador. Appealing collection of hundreds of mint and used singles and sets from 1872-1990. Hinged onto worn Scott 
and Harris pages. A few items might require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. Impressive in its coverage, but missing some of the more 
elusive material. Plenty of opportunity for refinement and expansion. Deserves a new owner and a new album. S.B. 350.00

EGYPT                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

288 / Accumulation of the 1867 Sphinx/Pyramid issues (Scott 8-15). Good for shades, cancels and plate flaws. If you specialize in this 
area we recommend a careful view. S.B. 500.00

289  Egypt collection in 4 Lindner Hingeless albums running from about 1982 to 2005.  Appears virtually complete and never hinged for 
the time span.  Pages run from 1971 to 2006 and 3 of the binders are in excellent condition. S.B. 200.00

ERITREA                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

290 / A desirable collection on attractive homemade pages with many of the key items. Beginning with the 1892 overprints and continuing 
to the postage dues there are few that are needed for completion. Quality stamps looking for an album. S.B. 1300.00
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FINLAND                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

291 / Finland selection from the late 19th Century to the 1980s. Comprises various collection staring at different intervals on album pages 
and one Scott Specialty album. Useful for constructing one nice collection and then selling off the rest. S.B. 600.00

292  A dealer’s stock of over 300 booklets from earlies to late 1990’s. Clean and fresh with useful duplication and ready for the internet. 
Worth the time to check these out. S.B. 300.00

FIUME                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

293 / Fiume Fortress. Two collections on computer-generated pages, 1918-1924. Also contains singles and sets on stock cards. Over 
$6,400 in 2017 SCV. Mint and used with favor cancels. Some items may need an expert’s eye for full evaluation, but much material is 
expertized. Golden opportunity to acquire a sophisticated collection of Fiume in one purchase. S.B. 750.00

FRANCE                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

294 / France stock selection roughly from the 1920s to the 1994 in four cartons from the Dundee Estate. Comprises thousands of mainly 
mint stamps but also some used having a musty patina in full, partial sets, and singles having enormous backup. Mostly identified by 
Scott numbers in glassines and somewhat sequential order. An old holding that has not been searched in decades. S.B. 1200.00

295 / What will be a nice France collection in one carton.  The value is in the old Lindner Falz Los album that was being remaindered into 
an expensive 4 volume set of Schaubek hingeless albums 1849-1998 (very little mint modern).  Owner’s cat over $7,000.  Highlights 
include used #37, B3-B9, B23, mint C2, used C15 and much more.  Great start to a new country collection. S.B. 1000.00

296  An interesting group of seventy postally issued engravings of the stamps. Housed in a France post office stock book. The topical 
collector may have an interest in this group as well as the collector of France. Take time to inspect this group. S.B. 120.00

FRANCE AND COLONIES                                                                                                                                                                                               

297 / Two Tunisia collections one old time to 1950’s the other to 1990’s Highlights include B54-B73. Condition on earlies mixed as ex-
pected. A small Senegal collection 1960’s to 1980’s on pages and a St. Pierre & Miquelon mostly mint and contains Scott 136-159 and 
172-204. Somali Coast rounds out this lot, highlights include 80-118, 125-134, 149-178, C23-24 and C26-30. Over a thousand stamps 
to view and come up with a number. Worth your time to view. S.B. 300.00

FRENCH COLONIES                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

298 / French Colonies on attractive homemade quadrille pages. Beginning with Annam & Tonkin continuing to Tahiti. The strong areas 
are Guadeloupe, Madagascar postage dues, Ivory Coast parcel post and Obock. An especially clean and fresh collection of European 
quality. This is a must-see lot for the France Colony collector. S.B. 2200.00

299 / French colonies stock selection roughly from the 1920s to the early 1990s in two cartons from the Dundee Estate. Encompasses 
thousands of mainly mint stamps but also some used having a musty patina in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having 
profitable backup. Mainly identified by Scott numbers in glassines and somewhat in sequential order. Involves African, Caribbean, 
Oceania colonies. An old holding that has not been searched in decades. S.B. 850.00

300  French colonies new issue assortment from the 1990s to the 2000s from the Dundee Estate filling one banker box. Entails St. Pierre-
Miquelon, Mayotte, New Caledonia, French Polynesia, Wallis-Futuna, and Andorra. Includes hundreds and hundreds of stamps in 
complete sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets as purchased by the owner having some duplication. A popular collecting area. 

S.B. 500.00

FRENCH OFFICES IN CHINA                                                                                                                                                                                         

301 / A small but useful group of clean and fresh material. This would be a great way to enhance your France collection. Some French 
colonies are included. Definitely worth a view. S.B. 375.00

FRANCE REUNION                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

302 / Mostly mint collection on Scott specialty and official pages. The early years have been picked over but from 1940 through 1970’s 
more complete. Sets are present and a second collection (1891-1974) with back of the book items is included. Worth exploring. 

S.B. 325.00

GERMANY                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

303 / Empire to Third Reich. Mainly mint collection, 1914 to 1945. Housed in a well-filled Lighthouse hingeless album. Missing some of 
the more elusive items, but still impressive in its coverage and condition. Plenty of margin markings throughout. High Cat. value. 

S.B. 800.00
304 / A neatly mounted mint and used Germany collection of early issues primarily Shield issues on attractive homemade pages. 

S.B. 750.00
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305 / Better than usual beginner Germany collection in three clean Davo Hingeless albums with slipcases 1872-1993.  Hundreds and 
hundreds of stamps, but alas no Zepps or early souvenir sheets.  Many mint modern sets.  Fun to work on, compact, hingeless album 
collection. S.B. 350.00

306  Unbound “Reichsdruckerei Berlin, Sondermarken” book of 28 individual pages.  Each page beginning with 1933 and ending some 
time in 1944 contains examples of mint German stamps.  Best are the pages with the Chicago Zeppelin flight airmails and the Wagner 
semipostals.  More complete than usually seen.  No souvenir sheets were produced for this collection.  No red binding cord, leaves a 
few bent corner pages. S.B. 280.00

307 / Local Post Treasure. Comprehensive accumulation of Stadtpost issues from numerous cities in Germany. Somewhat organized and 
identified. Housed in a high-quality German stockbook. Some items might need examination by an expert for full evaluation. Clean 
holding of a popular collecting specialty. Don’t miss this opportunity. S.B. 200.00

GERMANY AND AREA                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

308 / Germany and Area stock selection from the 1920s to the 1990s in six cartons from the Dundee Estate. Involves thousands and 
thousands of mainly mint stamps but also some used having a musty patina in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having 
massive backup. Includes DDR, Berlin, and German Occupation issues. Mostly identified by Scott numbers in glassines and somewhat 
in sequential order.  An old holding that has not been searched in decades. S.B. 950.00

309 / Germany and Area collection in a Scott Specialty album from 1852/1970. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used 
stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Includes some custom-organized blank or quadrille pages having German stamps 
from the 1970s to 2000. A good bread and butter collection. S.B. 350.00

GERMANY AND BERLIN                                                                                                                                                                                                 

310 / Seven volume mostly mint German and Berlin collection in expensive Lighthouse Hingeless albums with slip cases. The albums 
are empty up to 1920’s and there is no Third Reich. Most of the value is in post war issues where it’s essentially all NH. Very clean and 
worthy of expansion. S.B. 1050.00

GERMANY AND STATES                                                                                                                                                                                                 

311 / Albums filled with thousands of German states, colonies and German Empire items. Duplication exists. A rare opportunity to pick out 
the best for your collection. Dealer’s may be interested in replenishing their stock so make time to look at these. S.B. 1500.00

GERMAN AREAS                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

312 / A German Collection in the Making. Seven binders, albums, etc. filled with thousands of semi-organized singles and sets from 
throughout the spectrum of German philately. Covers 1870’s to 1990’s. Some duplication. Mostly great condition. Missing the more 
elusive material. Should yield a desirable foundational collection. Take a look. S.B. 750.00

313 / A medium carton of unsorted, mixed condition, mainly Germany and Area stamps.  Highlights include: remainder collections of 
Danzig and General Government,  a handful of inflation sheets with their usual faults, a couple of DDR definitive sheets, and a whole 
bunch of Third Reich.  Enough stuff for a quick look. S.B. 425.00

GERMAN STATES                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

314 / Outstanding group mounted on attractive homemade pages. Great beginning to this area and many of the more difficult items are 
present. High Cat. value offered appropriately. Well worth a careful view to appreciate fully. S.B. 1350.00

GHANA                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

315 / Ghana collection from 1957 to 2008 in two Scott Specialty albums. Incorporates hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full sets, 
singles, and souvenir sheets custom-organized on album pages. Remarkable topical breakdown opportunity. S.B. 800.00

GILBERT AND ELLICE ISLANDS                                                                                                                                                                                  

316  Gilbert and Ellice Islands mostly complete collection in an Oceanic Philatelic Trader album from 1911 to 1981 from the Rambler 
Estate.  Several hundred  mint stamps in full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets nicely mounted in black mounts. Highlights entail Scott 
#1-7 and #14-27 which includes the hard to locate #26 one pound. Also encompasses two small manila envelopes containing extras in 
glassines Kiribati 1979-95, and Tuvalu 1975-95. S.B. 450.00

GREAT BRITAIN                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

317  A hoard of many hundred running from 1862 to 1892 housed on 24 two-sided stock pages. They have been hand picked for cancella-
tions with condition better than normally encountered. Worth your time to view this lot of very saleable material. S.B. 2900.00
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318 / A Scott Specialty album containing a better than average collection beginning with #1. Many classics are present and moderately 
populated to 1994. There is an impressive group of back of the book items including, postage dues, officials, Offices in Africa, Eritrea, 
Somalia, China, Morocco, Tripolitania and the Turkish Empire. Owner’s value is in excess of $38,000. Great opportunity for the British 
collector. S.B. 1800.00

319  Great Britain London District cancels consisting of owner’s count of 235 stamps having Cat. of $6,575. Also encompasses 1887-92 
issues various cancels with 685 stamps having owner’s Cat. of $19,680. Cat. 26250.00

320 / Great Britain collection from the 1850s to the 1980s in a medium carton. Several thousand mixed mint and used stamps custom-
organized on quadrille or stock pages in four binders. Owner’s Cat. value of $32,275. Strength in the 19th Century having well above 
condition what is normally encountered.  Also entails fascinating Office Aboard and a bit of Channel Islands. S.B. 1600.00

321 / British Philatelic Treasure. Mint and used accumulation on computer-generated album pages and stock sheets with over $25,000 in 
2017 SCV. Includes Penny Blacks, Scott #108, 109, 111-122, 124, 125-126, 127-138, 139-141, 222-224, Morocco French Currency 
#419, Turkish Empire #11, and more; plus pages of additional stock with numerous plate positions and cancels. Various levels of du-
plication. Mixed condition, but overall very pleasing to the eye. Great opportunity to acquire a strong holding of British classics. 

S.B. 1200.00
322 / Collection of Scott #33 plate varieties with 90% of the value in used. Stock cards of  mint and used plated 33s, owners Cat. value 

$15,590. The glassines contain around 1290 #33s not checked for plate numbers and the zip lock about 2500 damaged items. Cancel-
lations prove interesting and also included are some mint items. If you are a philatelist that enjoys plating early stamps this group will 
provide hours of enjoyment. S.B. 1000.00

323 / A perfin collection of businesses or organizations put together over a forty-year span housed in 14 binders. Thousands of different 
examples with varieties identified by Gault Cat. numbers. Additional binders of album pages containing Great Britain including early 
items (Scott # 1), postage due and unexploded booklets, also Guernsey, Jersey and Machins. This group concludes with postal cards, 
registered and air letter sheets and POWs. A great lot for the specialist. S.B. 700.00

324 / A few collections up through King George VI with many better values including earlies and some seahorse issues. The specialist will 
appreciate the shades, watermark variations and plate number blocks. Take note Britain specialist, this is worth your time to view. 

S.B. 550.00 

325 / Great Britain collection from 1850/2002 in a medium carton. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in 
full, partial sets, singles, booklets, and booklet panes custom-organized on quadrille, blank pages or stock pages in two binders. Includes 
a used Scott #1. Enough postage to tempt you. Coming along for the ride is a binder of Channel Islands. S.B. 550.00

326 / A better group of early British stamps starting with Scott #3 and continuing to 309-12. These attractive items will improve collections. 
Worth a good look by the British collector. S.B. 325.00

327  All mint collection in 4 Lindner Hingeless albums with like new pages.  Pages begin with 1970, stamps start in 1980 and both continue 
apparently complete through 2005.  High face count or a perfect complement to an early Great Britain collection. S.B. 200.00

328 / Stockbook of a few hundred KGVI issues. Includes both mint and used likable for shades, inverted and sideways watermark varieties, 
enhanced by multiples and possible minor plate flaws. S.B. 150.00

GREAT BRITAIN AND CHANNEL ISLANDS                                                                                                                                                                

329 / Great Britain and Channel Islands collections in two Scott Specialty albums and slipcases from the Rambler Estate in one carton. 
Thousands of mint, OG, and used stamps in full, partial sets and singles skillfully mounted in black mounts. Consists of Great Britain 
1855-1981 and Jersey, Guernsey, and Isle of Man from 1969-1981. Also GB and three small manila envelopes for the Channel Islands 
containing in glassines extra mint stamps from 1975-1995 ready to be mounted and continuation. Two binders of PHQ cards from 1973-
1984 round out this offering. S.B. 1200.00

330 / Great Britain and Channel Islands collection/assortment in one carton. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and 
used stamps from the 1850s to the 1990s having backup. Contains two Windsor albums, one Scott Specialty albums, one binder, two 
stockbooks, loose album pages and several year sets. Terrific starter holding. S.B. 300.00

GREECE                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

331 / A wonderful collection well populated in the 19th century with a strong back of the book including Occupation areas. A second 
collection, also well populated in the 19th century, offers duplication of many up to 1974. There is a binder of Hermes that may be the 
start of a cancellation study. Many other stamps and sets on cards. There is a little other material included as a bonus. A great lot for the 
collector of Greece or the dealer. Inspect and enjoy. S.B. 1000.00

GRENADA                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

332 / A beautiful selection of 39 earlies mounted on attractive homemade pages. An especially clean and fresh group of European quality 
that is to be seen to be appreciated. Worth a careful view by the interested collector. S.B. 325.00

HUNGARY                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

333 / A neatly mounted mint and used Hungary collection of early issues on attractive homemade pages. S.B. 700.00
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334 / A collection in two Scott Specialty albums to 1993. About half the early issues are present and mostly complete starting in the twen-
tieth century.  Many souvenir sheets are present and a strong series of occupation stamps, some signed are included. An opportunity to 
continue a comprehensive collection. S.B. 700.00

335 / A collection from 1913 through the 1950s with most being mint and some never hinged. A small accumulation of modern including 
sheets and souvenir sheets. There are also a group of interesting overprints issues including occupations. A wonderful collection that 
needs to be remounted in a new album. S.B. 700.00

336 / Occupation stamps mounted on attractive homemade pages. France, Romania, and Serbia are represented with an occasional in-
verted overprint. Early Fiume including postage dues are included.  The stamps are fresh but dubious items may be present, so a close 
inspection is suggested. S.B. 450.00

INDIA                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

337 // India assortment in a medium box. Contains a few thousand mint and used stamps in two stockbooks from the 1850s to 2011 hav-
ing backup. Used stamps offer an opportunity for searching for cancellations and varieties. Also involves roughly 200 hundred FDCs 
in three cover albums from 1957-1976. Tagging along for the ride in one stockbook is a small accumulation of modern Egypt. 

S.B. 450.00

INDIA AND STATES                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

338 / A most useful collector’s collection with a well populated early selection and many items from the states. Good condition exists 
throughout and there is a good amount of duplication. Beside the Scott and Minkus albums there are many glassines and stock pages 
filled with material. If you specialize in this area, we highly recommend this lot. S.B. 1600.00

IRAN                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

339 / An elementary mint and used Iran collection/accumulation. Includes a few hundred 19th, 20th century front and back of the book. 
Some duplication and condition is mixed. Good for a budding “Persian Gulf” collector. S.B. 650.00

IRELAND                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

340  Ireland collection from 1922-1982 in a Scott Specialty album and slipcase from the Rambler Estate. Hundreds and hundreds of mint 
stamps in full sets and singles neatly mounted in black mounts. Collection appears to be 95% for listed time frame. Encompasses 
one small manila envelope containing in glassines extra mint stamps from 1975-1995 ready to be mounted and continuation. 

S.B. 650.00

ISRAEL                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

341  Sets and singles mostly never hinged and in large quantities. Owners Cat. is over $30,000. Better items throughout with much du-
plication. Ideal for making singles, sets and small groups for the internet. Worth your time to view this selection. S.B. 1000.00

342 // Close to 2000 covers begin this selection followed by plate blocks, mint sheets and albums. Most of the material is later and is clean 
and fresh.  Inspection is suggested and a few minutes of your time can reap rewards. S.B. 750.00

ITALY                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

343 / Italy collection from the 1860s to 2008 in eleven Marini deluxe albums in two cartons. Thousands of mint and used stamps in full, 
partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having an owner’s Cat. value of $18,500. Involves mint from 1945-2008 plus a parallel used 
complete from 1945-2008. S.B. 1700.00

344 / A nice group of early material with fresh colors throughout. Begins in 1863 and has some better back of the book. Some dubious 
on the first page. Worth a careful view. S.B. 700.00

345 / A collection in two folders starting with early issues and going to 2000. This is a collectors challenge of many mint stamps, some 
never hinged needing to be mounted in an album. The earlies are of mixed condition as expected. There could be many sleepers here 
so take a good look. S.B. 475.00

346 / Delicious Italy in a binder to about 1954.  Contains a good number of mint sets and singles lovingly hinged Scott Brown Album re-
production pages to 1945 and blank pages thereafter.  The mint are all nice condition and fresh while the used were mostly not included 
in the owner’s Cat. of over $3500.  See the photos for an idea of how useful this one is for collector or dealer. S.B. 450.00

347 / Italy massive accumulation roughly from the 1930s to 1980s from the Dundee Estate in one large carton. Thousands of common 
mint and used stamps having lots of backup mainly in glassines. Useful for building Italian internet or box lots. S.B. 450.00

348 / A back of the book selection including military post, postage due and parcel post. The parcel post includes many valuable sets. Well 
worth a few minutes for a thorough viewing. S.B. 400.00

349 / Italy accumulation that lost its way into a pizza box from the Dundee Estate. Hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps roughly from 
the 1930s to 1950s with a musty patina having bountiful backup in glassines. Appears to be partial sets and singles. Useful for building 
small saleable lots. S.B. 150.00
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ITALY AND AREAS                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

350  Italy and Vatican euro new issue assortment from the Dundee Estate in one banker box. Incorporates hundreds and hundreds of 
stamps in complete sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and some booklets as purchased by the owner having some duplication. Italy runs from 
2001-2003 and the Vatican runs from 2001-05. An enthusiast euro encounter needing a calculator to come up with the right number. 

S.B. 500.00
351 / Four excellent condition Marini hingeless albums for Italian Offices, Aegean Islands and Italian Colonies with almost no stamps.  

Also, it appears that a few pages or entire colonies may be missing but we didn’t check closely.  Includes a stockbook of manila pages with 
Italy proper as well as colonies, etc. that can be used to fill parts of the albums.  A quick look is all you will need. S.B. 100.00

ITALIAN COLONIES                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

352 / Italian colonies assortment from the 1930s to the 1950s in one carton from the Dundee Estate. Involves hundreds of mainly mint 
stamps but also some used having a musty patina in full, partial sets, and singles having useful backup. Mostly identified by Scott 
numbers in glassines and somewhat in sequential order. A small offering of Italian Socialist Republic come along to spice up the lot. 
An old holding that has not been searched in decades. S.B. 200.00

JAPAN                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

353 / Japan grouping roughly from the 1930s to the 1980s in two cartons from the Dundee Estate. Involves hundreds and hundreds of 
mainly mint stamps but also some used having a musty patina in full, partial sets, singles, and small souvenir sheets having copious 
backup. Mostly identified by Scott numbers in glassines and somewhat in sequential order. A small offering of Manchukuo and Korea 
comes along for the ride. An old holding that has not been searched in decades. S.B. 500.00

LIBERIA                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

354 / Mint and used collection/accumulation of the ever popular Liberia. Front and Back of the Book are present. Includes the earlier 
issues as well as the modern types relating to numerous topics. Duplicates exists and condition is mixed. Needs a little massage and a 
new album. S.B. 800.00

LUXEMBOURG                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

355 / A collection of classic issues identified by a prior collector as Fournier forgeries. Would be of interest to a specialist or for reference 
material. S.B. 250.00

MALTA                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

356 / Malta collection from 1873/2002. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets 
custom-organized in two binders on blank or stock pages. A British colony always popular with philatelists. S.B. 450.00

MAURITIUS                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

357 / A most useful collector’s collection of 75 stamps (all photographed) mounted on attractive homemade pages. The material is clean 
and fresh and worthy of careful viewing. These will be a wonderful addition to your collection. S.B. 475.00

MEXICO                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

358 / An elementary mint and used Mexico collection/accumulation. Includes a few hundred 19th, 20th century front and back of the book 
plus a few covers. Some duplication and condition is mixed. Good for a budding “South of the Border” collector. S.B. 700.00

359 / A collection of over two hundred stamps beginning in the early 1880s and continuing to about 1915. A clean and fresh group that 
will appeal to the collector. Some duplication exists. If you specialize in this area, we highly recommend this selection.     S.B. 475.00

360 / A mint and used 1866//1991 Mexico remaindered collection in a Scott Specialized album. Includes airmails and Back of the Book 
issues. Condition is quite mixed, needs close inspection. Still enough value to warrant consideration. S.B. 300.00

361 / A detailed and encompassing exhibit of forty-eight newspaper wrappers. Beside the attractive design there are interesting varieties 
and freaks and errors. The Mexico specialist will find this an intriguing lot. S.B. 190.00

MONACO                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

362 / Monaco stock assortment from the 1930s to the 1990s in two cartons from the Dundee Estate. Incorporates thousands of mainly mint 
stamps but also some used in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having joyful backup. Mainly identified by Scott numbers 
in glassines and somewhat in sequential order. Has a musty patina. Popular country especially for its topicals. An old holding that has 
not been searched in decades. S.B. 700.00

363 / A neatly mounted mint and used Monaco collection of early issues on attractive homemade pages. S.B. 350.00
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364 / Monaco collection in a remaindered Davo Album with slipcase.  Owner’s unverified cat. $3,000.00+.  A good start in a nice al-
bum. Cat. 3000.00

NATAL                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

365 / Beginning with #10 and continuing to #113 (not inclusive) these 74 stamps mounted on attractive homemade pages can be the 
beginning of an important collection. An especially clean and fresh group for the serious collector. Please inspect and enjoy. 

S.B. 500.00
366 / A fresh clean collection of scarce material that deserves your attention. What sets this group apart is the bright colors of most items. 

This group deserves to be expanded by the serious collector. Well worth your time to view. S.B. 400.00

NEPAL                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

367 // One of our largest lots of Nepalese stamps and covers ever, 1881-2007. Includes commemoratives, definitives, BOB, covers of all 
sorts, oddities, and forgeries. Perfect for the specialist who knows the philatelic, cultural, and economic history of the country. Over 50 
covers to analyze and interpret and hundreds of singles and sets to evaluate. Appropriate duplication of stamps to encompass printing 
and paper varieties. Needs sorting, organization, and enlightened commentary. Not for the faint of heart. S.B. 500.00

368 / A wonderful collection a little weak in the earlies but those present have generous margins. Beginning in the early twentieth century 
it is almost complete ending in 2017 with souvenir sheets and back of the book present. Starting in the mid-fifties the mint becomes 
never hinged. Take a close look at this desirable holding. S.B. 475.00

NETHERLANDS                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

369 / A neatly mounted mint and used Netherlands collection of early issues on attractive homemade pages. S.B. 900.00
370 / A useful collection in a Lindner album with stockbooks filled with duplicates. Collector or dealer will find this a desirable group. Sets 

and many better singles will enhance your stock. Take time to view the desirable items. S.B. 500.00

NETHERLANDS AND COLONIES                                                                                                                                                                                  

371 / A collection/accumulation of mint and used 19th, 20th century front and back of the book. Includes a couple albums and lots of loose 
sorted and unsorted in glassines, etc. Also includes a few covers. Some duplication and condition is mixed. Great starter opportunity to 
engage in the popular area. S.B. 1200.00

372 / The Netherlands part has sound classics and many earlies ending around 1960. Suriname is strong in the 1970’s-1980’s but there 
are others as well. Curacao and the Antilles are also present mostly from the mid- twentieth century. An interesting group of collections 
that deserve your attention. S.B. 1000.00

373 // An attractive collection from the 1850s to about 2005 including back of the book, postal cards, stationery, covers and postal history. 
Colonies present are Netherland Indies, Antilles, Surinam and Curacaos. A real opportunity to begin a comprehensive Netherlands col-
lection. S.B. 650.00

374 // Netherlands collection with few earlies but the modern is fresh and clean. Year packs of the 21st century and a stock book of used 
are accompanied by covers ranging from 1980 2005. The Indonesia section is strong going from 1950 to 1992. There is a group of 
Indonesian covers 1974 – 84 and a small group of miscellaneous world covers. Exceptional condition throughout plus some quality 
albums makes this a desirable holding. S.B. 600.00

375 / Dealer’s stock of several hundred glassines never hinged and light hinged with duplication and high Cat. value. Netherlands ranges 
from Scott 113 to 564 and Antilles from Scott 109 to 496. Great lot for the internet or show dealer. S.B. 550.00

NEW ZEALAND                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

376 / New Zealand marvelous collection in one Scott Specialty album and slipcase from 1862-1981 from the Rambler Estate. Encompasses 
hundreds and hundreds of mint, OG, and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets neatly mounted in black mounts. 
Also contains Tokelau from 1948-1979 and one large white and one small brown envelopes containing in glassines extra mint stamps 
from 1975-1995 for both countries. S.B. 1050.00

377 // An all encompassing 1862-2008 New Zealand collection in 8 large binders. The early stamps are used then turns mint. The cover 
section includes mainly First Day Covers and the Postal Cards and Stationery are almost all mint. Very clean appearing assortment and 
a perfect for expansion. Cat. 700.00

378 / A New Zealand collection from 1900-1986 mounted on Minkus pages. The early cancelled quickly turns to mint in the 1930s making 
it a desirable group. This is a clean collectors collection looking for an album.  Inspect and enjoy. S.B. 700.00

379 / Thirty stamps mounted on attractive homemade pages. Many desirable items such as #8, 14, 37 and others. The stamps are better 
than normally encountered. This group is definitely worth a close look. S.B. 300.00

NEWFOUNDLAND                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

380 / A collection in a Scott album that has many desirable items including an early proof (P 31). Some mixed condition on earlies as to 
be expected but there are many sound stamps. Needs careful examination to come up with the right number. S.B. 650.00
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NORTH BORNEO                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

381 / Over ninety items mounted on attractive homemade pages. The stamps are fresh (all photographed) with many scarcer items present. 
An excellent start to a North Borneo collection. Take your time to look at these and find the gems. S.B. 475.00

NORWAY                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

382 / Good-sized grouping of file folder collections featuring Norwegian stamps, 1850’s to 1980’s. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and 
used singles and sets, with some duplication. Overall F-VF condition. High total Cat. value. Includes regular postage stamps and BOB. 
Thorough coverage, with strong topical appeal. Missing only the most elusive stamps. Also contains a smattering of material from other 
Scandinavian countries. Take a look. S.B. 325.00

383 / Norway collection on sparkling Scott album pages from 1855-1982 the Rambler Estate in a pizza size box. Hundreds and hundreds of 
mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles elegantly mounted in black mounts. Around forty stock cards of Norwegian material 
backup likewise included. Coming along for the ride is a Faroe Island collection on White Ace pages from 1975-1982. Encompasses 
two small manila envelopes containing in glassines extra mint stamps from 1975-1995 from these two areas ready to be mounted and 
continuation. S.B. 270.00

PALESTINE                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

384 / Specialized British Mandate Palestine hinged on blank pages.  The mint is mostly in multiples collected for the marginal markings 
with used singles as well.  Seldom seen - especially in this quantity.  Owner’s value by Scott with no premium for position pieces is 
over $1900.  An interesting group if you are not a Palestine collector or a bonanza for the aficionado of the area. S.B. 300.00

PAPUA-NEW GUINEA                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

385  Phenomenal Papua-New Guinea collection on clean Scott album pages from 1901-1981 appearing to be Scott complete from the 
Rambler Estate in a pizza size box. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets elegantly mounted 
in black mounts. Highlights entails Scott #1-8, 11-18, 60-173, and 94-109. Comprises one small manila envelope containing in glassines 
extra mint stamps from 1975-1995 ready to be mounted and for continuation. S.B. 750.00

PHILIPPINES                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

386 / Philippines selection in a medium box. Comprises a chubby stockbook of a few thousand mainly used stamps but also involves some 
mint including BOB from 1859 to 1953 having backup. Excellent for searching for cancellations and varieties. Also entails a binder 
collection of mint stamps mounted on pages and black mounts from 1946-1965 having neat information associated with the issues. 
Worth a quick look. S.B. 150.00

POLAND                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

387 / A Poland group of a few hundred from the classics to modern (mostly mini sheets). Also includes some Central Lithuania. Condition 
a little mixed. Needs an album. S.B. 500.00

388  Polish Resettlement Corps in Italy 1946 selection. The Corps was created by the British Government with processing the roughly 
300,000 Polish soldiers in the western sphere of liberated Europe. Consists of one hundred stamps in seven mint sheets involving four 
thirty centesimi, two sixty centesimi, and one fifteen lire (not a complete set) individually  on cardboard with plastic coverings. 

S.B. 50.00

PORTUGAL                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

389  Classic Portugal. Nine pages of early Portuguese material, Scott #2/#131a. Duplication of most items. Attractive condition, usually 
with extremely generous margins. Assorted cancels, often sharp strikes. Fresh appearance and luxurious colors. Of special appeal to the 
classical philatelist. S.B. 450.00

 
390 / A great start of ninety early issues on attractive homemade pages. An especially clean and fresh group that will appeal to the col-

lector of quality. Take time to view this selection. S.B. 375.00

PORTUGAL AND COLONIES                                                                                                                                                                                           

391 / Remainders of collections that still have many of significant items. The colonies are well represented, and this group needs some 
organizing and a new album. A great group for the beginner in this area. S.B. 375.00
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RHODESIA                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

392 / An extremely attractive specialized collection of Double Head and Admiral issues. All stamps are photographed for your inspection. 
A fine opportunity for the specialist or wannabe. S.B. 800.00

ROMANIA                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

393 / A useful collector’s collection in a Minkus album to 1970 with a thousand plus stamps and almost no duplication. A great start to a 
stellar Romanian collection. S.B. 450.00

394 / A small selection of fifty-one stamps on attractive homemade pages.  Many of the desirable earlies are here and there is some du-
plication. A careful viewing will uncover the gems. S.B. 350.00

RUSSIA                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

395 / Six heavy volumes containing an outstanding Russia collection.  Weakness in the pre 1940 and airmail issues.  Strength in the 1969-
2016 commemoratives 98% complete and mostly mint.  Thousands and thousands of stamps about 40% filling the pre 1940 section.  
Albums are a mixture of Mystic and (trimmed) Scott Specialty pages.  Lots of fun and lots of Cat. in the many year sets that were 
purchased. S.B. 1150.00

396  Three Scott Specialized albums with mint stamps from 1960 to 2000. Fresh material including souvenir sheets. An attractive group 
worth a few minutes of your time to assess the value. S.B. 600.00

397 / A Russian assembly from a couple different collections from early issues to the 1970’s. Some missing periods are noted. Little bit of 
duplication, condition mixed. Good starter group that needs an album. S.B. 300.00

RUSSIA AND AREAS                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

398 / Thousands of stamps and many early items of quality. It is mostly used with some souvenir sheets. Duplication exists, however there 
is no air mail. This is the perfect group for advanced collector and novice. A very desirable holding. S.B. 600.00

399 / A moderately populated collection including many occupation items. Germany occupation is the strongest. Other areas of interest 
are Offices in China and Turkey as well as Armenia, Mongolia, Finland and others. Some dubious items may exist. An interesting group 
worth careful inspection. S.B. 500.00

SAAR                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

400 / A comprehensive group of Saar items that includes both German and French administration material. Used and mint with many that 
have plate flaws or other irregularities are present. This lot is for the Saar specialist or wannabe. S.B. 500.00

401  Lovely mint collection in a like-new Lindner hingeless album.  Pre-war stamps are hinged, with never hinged predominating after 
WW II (C12 is hinged).  The collector selected above average centering for most of the issues.  A great start to a popular area in a nice 
album. S.B. 250.00

SAN MARINO                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

402 / A neatly mounted mint and used San Marino collection of early issues on attractive homemade pages. S.B. 1000.00
403 / A wonderful assortment of fresh items in glassines. Included are souvenir sheets and Europa items. These stamps are of exceptionally 

fine quality and worth your time to view. S.B. 425.00

404 / San Marino stock selection circa the 1920s to 2000 in one carton from the Dundee Estate. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of 
mainly mint stamps  but also some used having a musty patina in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having enjoyable backup. 
Mainly identified by Scott numbers in glassines and somewhat in sequential order. A popular country having lots of topical appeal. An 
old holding that has not been searched in decades. S.B. 250.00

SARAWAK                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

405 / Clean mint collection complete from 1869 to 1965. Many sets, some NH. A few later Malaysia thrown in for a bonus. A lovely addi-
tion to a general British collection. S.B. 475.00

SOMALIA                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

406 / A marvelous collection strong in the earlies and back of the book. Quality is present throughout and must be seen to be appreciated. 
A fantastic holding that will appeal to any serious collector. Well worth the few minutes to view thoroughly. S.B. 1300.00

407 / A combination dealer’s stock and a folder collection 1953-1977 mostly mint hinged on pages with a few mint sheets. There is another 
group never hinged on black cards from the 1980’s-1990’s. The dealer’s stock has quantity from Scott 199 to 367 and some back of the 
book. Take time to view. S.B. 230.00
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SPAIN                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

408 / Golden Era of Spanish Philately. Collection of mainly mint singles and sets from Spain, 1850-1944. Stamps and souvenir sheets 
are neatly hinged or mounted into a premium quality Davo country album. The album is pristine, and the condition of most stamps is 
excellent. Overall, well populated but with some gaps. Review the scans. Long Live Spain! S.B. 1600.00

409 / A lovely grouping of early Spain on attractive homemade pages with key items popping up here and there. Almost all pages are 
photographed for your careful viewing. The back of the book is sparse but does include the Carlist issue. S.B. 700.00

THAILAND                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

410 / A Thailand accumulation of a few hundred. Includes early issues to modern. Some duplication, condition mixed. Also includes some 
seldom seen revenues on documents. Needs patience and a new album. S.B. 1050.00

411 / Clean and fresh material ready for the internet. Many sets and singles with a good amount of duplication. This will appeal to the 
collector or dealer. S.B. 900.00

TRISTAN DA CUNHA                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

412  Tristan da Cunha collection in two nice albums and slipcases from 1946 to 1982 having extras plus additional stamps from 1975-1995 
in a small manila envelope from the Rambler Estate. Hundreds of mint stamps in full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets nicely mounted 
in black mounts. Appears complete to 1982 except for varieties. Includes 1946 “Potato” Essay 1D, Scott #1-12, 14-27, and 28-41. A 
terrific collection that would look great in your stamp cave. Check it out. S.B. 350.00

TURKEY                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

413 / All the Turkey from a long time collector.  Two Scott specialty albums to 1978 house his main collection and his #1 backup.  His 
duplicates are sorted by Scott in a few stockbooks and binders of manila stock sheets.  Along for the ride is an interesting box of old 
auction lots and a smaller box of off paper duplicates.  Strongest in the classic issues with one whole stockbook devoted to the first set.  
Missing the power in the semi-postals and souvenir sheets.  Lots of classic surprises and a pair of albums that beg for completion.  Will 
please many viewers. S.B. 1400.00

414 / About 150 items on attractive homemade pages that will enhance any Turkey collection. This group includes postage dues, newspaper 
and locals that will provide interest in your collection. This is an opportunity for the Turkey specialist or wannabe.            S.B. 350.00

VATICAN CITY                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

415 / Vatican stock assortment from the 1930s to the 1990s in seven cartons from the Dundee Estate. Includes thousands and thousands 
of mainly mint stamps but also used having a musty patina in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having massive backup. 
This philatelic issuing entity was adored by the owner. Includes a carton of souvenir descriptive folders and another one with unfolded 
aerograms. Likewise encompasses one carton of mint sheets from the 1960s-1970s having a grouping of San Marino tagging along for 
the ride. A truly blessed holding. An old holding that has not been searched in decades. S.B. 950.00

416 // Lovely collection of Vatican City issues. Spotty or non-existent coverage for some years, but impressive presence of early issues, 
including Scott #35-40 (with a foreign certificate). High overall Cat. value. Includes representation of BOB. Also contains The Official 
Jubilee Vatican Stamp Collection from The Franklin Mint, a two-volume compilation of stamps, Maximum Cards, and FDCs from 2000. 
Papal fans and classic stamp lovers, take note! S.B. 450.00

VENEZUELA                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

417 / The South America enthusiast will find this collection very desirable. Begins with attractive used early items with some duplication 
and continues changing to mint in the 1960s ending in 1972. A terrific opportunity for the collector or dealer. S.B. 600.00

WESTERN AUSTRALIA                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

418  A great lot with close to four thousand stamps from a serious collector. Shades, cancellations, watermarks and perforations are avail-
able for your in-depth study. If you specialize in this area, we especially recommend this selection. S.B. 3000.00

419  A beautiful selection of all mint items in singles and many multiples. Good group for shades, watermarks, and perforation varieties. 
Duplication exists. An ideal mint study group. A fine opportunity for the specialist. S.B. 1700.00
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POSTCARDS

UNITED STATES                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

420  Medium-sized lot of holiday postcards and greeting cards. Over 180 items. Emphasis on Valentine’s Day, with diverse representa-
tions of love. Also includes Halloween items. Assorted sizes and dates. Mixed condition. Take a look. You might be smitten. 

S.B. 300.00
421  Seven delightful Halloween postcards from pre-1930 United States. Three have been posted; four are unposted, with or without writ-

ing on the back. Housed in sturdy sleeves. Overall clean and damage-free. Great additions to a topical collection. S.B. 110.00
422  United States six “Slam the Axis” WW II 1943 Humorous Patriotic postcards in their almost never seen original envelope. 

S.B. 75.00
423  Oregon State Fair postally used postcard canceled and tied with a Meet Me at the Fair advertising label in Salem on Sept. 9, 1910. 

Mailed to Lyons, Oregon. S.B. 50.00
424  NL Mills Investment Agency real photo postally used postcard canceled and tied with a Come to Houston advertising label in Houston 

on Jan. 17, 1912. Mailed to Orlando, Florida. Card has several edge bumps and a right lower corner fold. S.B. 50.00

UNITED STATES AND GENERAL FOREIGN                                                                                                                                                               

425  Over 1,800 standard and continental postcards from around the world. Many time periods represented. Posted and unposted. Mixed 
condition, but overall highly attractive and presentable. Includes many topics, e.g., military, beautiful women, holidays, folk costumes, 
Native Americans, scenic views, city streets, famous buildings and people, etc. Unorganized. Neatly packed and ready for a new owner. 
Suitable for a well-established dealer or a collector with wide-ranging interests. S.B. 600.00

426  Postcard Elegance. Over 150 postcards safely housed in sturdy sleeves. Mostly all different, posted and unposted. Strong representa-
tion of prestigious printers, important artists, and popular series. Many RPPCs. Rich in topics, including humor, expositions, views, 
royalty, manufacturing, and holidays. Notable presence of cards from Michigan, Western States, Maine, and Europe. Mixed condition, 
but many superb examples. Clean lot, neatly boxed and ready for a new owner—either a collector or dealer. S.B. 475.00

GENERAL FOREIGN                                                                                                                                                                                                        

427  Dreamy, Playful, Otherworldly. Provocative collection of twenty-four Metamorphic postcards from various countries, including 
France, Germany, and Great Britain. Twenty-one are unposted; three are posted. All sleeved. Thoughtful assortment and depiction of 
world leaders, scholars, everyday figures, etc. Overall acceptable condition, with few flaws or imperfections. Fine examples of a popular 
collecting specialty. S.B. 350.00

 428  Captivating accumulation of twenty-three WWI-era postcards depicting airplane crash sites. Unposted, with or without writing on 
the back. Occasional references to date and/or location. Often upsetting and gruesome. Important additions to any WWI-themed hold-
ing. S.B. 350.00

BRITISH                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

429  British Royalty selection from 1902 to 1953 in a neat Lighthouse binder and slipcase from the Rambler Estate. Fifty-six used and 
unused postcards from Queen Victoria, Edward VII, George V, VI, and Elizabeth consisting of Coronation, family members, Prince of 
Wales, and Death. Also includes ten modern postcards from the 1950s to 1981 not in original count.  A compact offering any royalty 
aficionado will enjoy. S.B. 190.00

CANADA                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

430  Three Canada postcards each having one Scott #96 ½ cent.  Two canceled in Ottawa on August 26, 1908, and one in Montreal on 
July 1908. ½ cent usage was for printed matter foreign rate where no personal message was permitted. Coming along for the ride is a 
philatelic cover canceled on August 26 S.B. 200.00

FRENCH COLONIES                                                                                                                                                                                                         

431  French Indochina Postcard Hoard. Over 170 different cards depicting scenes from what is today Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia. Mainly 
1907 to 1913. About half are postally used from Indochina to France; the remainder are unused, have stamps with favor cancels, or were 
posted in France. Used cards are addressed to individuals in France and contain messages written in French. Fascinating depiction of 
people, culture, and commerce in pre-WWI Asia. S.B. 1500.00

IRELAND                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

432  Guinness Brewery post cards; over 175 some being advertising and about a fourth actual pictures of the brewery, trucks, shipping 
lanes and barges. The advertising cards cover all eras, and some are postal cards. Many are creative as are the tin cards, coasters and 
ephemera. This group is greatly enhanced by a 1768 note signed by Arthur Guinness. This lot can best be enjoyed at your home after 
pouring a Guinness. S.B. 150.00
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ITALY                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

433  Italy in All Its Glory. One box filled with approximately 1,000 postcards depicting numerous aspects of Italy’s culture, history, and 
geography. Unorganized accumulation of 95% unused and 5% used cards in mixed condition. Various design types and printing styles. 
Strongest in pre-1940 material. Memorable representation of topics, scenes, and people. A few U.S. postal cards along for the ride. Great 
opportunity to acquire a large lot of Italian postcards. S.B. 300.00

NEWFOUNDLAND                                                                                                                                                                                                             

434  Newfoundland postcard having Scott #78 (1/2 cent) tied and machine canceled on June 21, 1913, in St John’s.  Mailed to Ghent, 
Belgium. A rare 1/2 usage for printed matter foreign rate where no personal message was permitted. S.B. 100.00

COVERS

UNITED STATES                                                                                                                                                                                                            

435  (1) 5¢ Franklin franked on a folded letter. Tied with a red grid cancel and Red Express Mail, Boston large circle cancel at right. 
Couple vertical creases in the cover. The left crease runs through the stamps. Fine Cat. 425.00

436  (184 x2) 3¢ green American Banknote on a lightly struck Attorney corner cover tied with a Port Townsend Wash. AUG 31 1881” 
double circle c.d.s. and “Kicking Mule” sock on the nose cancel to San Francisco Cal. Very Fine strike, small hinge remnants on the 
reverse. F-VF cover. S.B. 100.00

437  (C13) 65¢ 1930 Graf Zeppelin franked on a picture postcard. Tied with a wavy flag cancel. The card has a couple minor corner wrinkles, 
the stamp is centered Fine. Cat. 160.00

438  (C20-C22) An impressive First Day Cover assembly the 1935, 1937 Clipper issues. Includes thirty C21-C22 matched sets and fourteen 
C21-C22 combination on the same cover, 119 covers in total. Duplication exists and condition is mixed. Good lot for the specialist. 

S.B. 250.00
439  First Day Cover selection from 1979-2015 in three cartons. Between 2,000 to  2,500 Collins mostly different hand painted FDCs 

sleeved in ten shoeboxes organized in date order. S.B. 2000.00
440  Over 1700 Collins First Day covers from 1978 up to 2000. Almost all are unaddressed with nice variety of cachets and a bit of du-

plication here and there. A solid offering of a very popular artist. S.B. 1700.00
441  A group of special delivery covers that the collector was developing for an exhibit. Hotels, businesses and personal mailings are 

present, some with interesting auxiliary markings including register mail and RPO. The stamps start with E1 (four) and continue to the 
messenger on bicycle. One is at an 11 cent rate (drop rate). There are a few postal cards and a couple postal stationary to round out this 
selection. Thirty-four items to work into an exhibit or collect out of pure interest. S.B. 1200.00

442  Over 10,000 U. S. first day covers, all with cachets, from the 1940’s to 2000’s in four boxes. About 60% unaddressed and one third 
have better cachets such as Fleetwood. Great for the internet and well worth checking out. S.B. 1000.00

443  Covers from the 1850s to the 1930s with many interesting air mail related items including picture postcards, Century of Progress (C-
18), first flight covers and more. Missives and advertising covers are also present. Take time to search this group to find the gems. 

S.B. 550.00
444  An unusual and historical 1927 cover autographed by Richard Byrd who was attempting to win the Orteig Prize for making the 

first nonstop flight between the US and France. Written “Via United States Transatlantic Air Mail First Flight Commander Byrd Pilot 
of “America”. Addressed to “Sheldon Whitehouse Counselor American Embassy, Paris, France. Please forward to Mr. John Muccia 
American Vice-Consul Hong Kong, China”. Comes with original letter from a John Miller on House of Representatives stationery talk-
ing about trying to send this letter with Byrd. There is no postmark or cancellation to indicate it was carried by Byrd or evidence that it 
was aboard the “America” when it crashed off the coast of France at the end of the oceanic flight. A historical Byrd postal history which 
would be a center piece of your collection. S.B. 500.00

445  Accumulation from the 1840s to the early 1970s in one carton. Approximately 700 commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards.  
Incorporates around twenty stampless as well as WW II Military, event, first flight, ship canceled, some advertising etc. Condition is a 
concern on some items; so, examination required. Still plenty of meat on the bone to be found in this holding. S.B. 450.00

 446  United States Duck Stamp related covers in two binders.  Around 90 are FDCs for RW (duck) stamps 1981-1998 from various cachet 
makers.  Several relatively common, but a bunch are hand painted and much in demand.  Some duplication.  Another nearly 40 deal 
with the FDCs of the 1991 Wood Duck and the 1984 Waterfowl stamp.  Many different cachets here with at least a dozen signed and 
hand painted.  Fun lot for the topicalist cachet collector or internet merchant. S.B. 400.00

447  Small group of fifteen covers franked with C18. Two are First Day Covers while the rest are flights. Condition is quite mixed. 
S.B. 400.00

448  A remainder accumulation of over 2000 First Day Covers from the contemporary to modern era. A wide selection of popular cachet 
artists. Some better earlier groups are Famous Americans, Army Navy, Overrun Nations, FDR, and a small batch of souvenir sheets. 
Combination of addressed unaddressed, some duplication, and condition varies. The perfect gift for the starting collector of this area. 

S.B. 400.00
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449  Catch all lot of well over fifteen hundred mostly 1930’s- 1950s’ First Day covers. Includes commemoratives, regular issues, airmails, 
and a bit of Back of the Book. Wide variety of cachets with both addressed and unaddressed present. Duplication exists and condition 
is mixed. Worthy of the general First Day Cover aficionado. S.B. 375.00

450  A marvelous collection of over 275 U. S. Navy Submarine covers many are First Day from the year 2000 and includes a wealth of 
information. An additional seventy-five related submarine covers and a selection of about forty foreign covers complete this submarine 
cover collection. Look closely to find the hand painted ones. Take time to run silently into the depths of this material.       S.B. 375.00

451  “State, Sovereignty, National Union.” About 175 covers and cards postmarked in Illinois, the Prairie State. Cities and suburbs, vil-
lages and one-horse towns. Strong presence of Chicago. Everything sleeved, with many items priced and identified. Admirable condition, 
superb variety, and legible cancels. What more could the Illinois specialist ask for? S.B. 325.00

452  An impressive modern collection of around twelve hundred 1976-2000 First Day Covers. Cachets included are Artcraft, Cachet 
Limited edition, Collins, Colorano Silk, Fleetwood, and House of Farnum. Unaddressed, and beautiful colors. Also includes a carton 
of brand-new supplies for expansion. Great topical possibilities. S.B. 300.00

453  An artsy First Day Cover collection of over 800 items from 1935 to 1967 plus a few airmails. Most are cacheted with many different 
along with the corresponding stamp. Hard lot to duplicate. S.B. 300.00

454  Accumulation of approximately eighty stampless covers from 1807 to the 1850s. Many fascinating postal history reading could be 
in future showing a “snapshot” of a bygone era in America. S.B. 300.00

455  About 2500 covers of various types. Includes FDC’s, event, naval, a few commercial and picture postcards. Also, a bit of U.N. and 
foreign and a couple Neanderthal U.S. stamp collections. Nothing expensive just a lot of stuff for a dollar table or the internet. Good 
profits at our estimate. S.B. 300.00

456  An interesting group of covers with a few earlies and some with unusual usage. Take the time to look over this group you may be well 
rewarded. S.B. 300.00

457  A concerted presentation of First Day covers of C20-21, C25-C31 series. There are about 550 components with lots of matched 
sets. Photographed are the various popular artists of the time spotted. Very mixed condition, almost all are addressed, and some serious 
duplication exists. Great lot for the aero specialist. S.B. 300.00

458  A concentrated offering of First Day covers of the Presidential Series. There are about 500 elements with heaps of matched sets, 
most are up to the 50¢ issue. Sets that go up to the $5.00 values have been photographed and, in both cases, you will find the coils and 
booklet panes included. Many different popular artists of the time spotted. Very mixed condition, almost all are addressed, and some 
duplication exists. Great lot for the specialist. S.B. 250.00

459  Accumulation of over 125 Doris Gold First Day Covers.  Mostly different hand painted cacheted United States FDCs from 1978-
2017. S.B. 250.00

460  A peripatetic attempt at US postal history mainly before 1929.  174 covers, cards, and postal stationery saved for their destinations 
and usages.  The photos give a give an accurate hint of what’s in these two cover albums. S.B. 220.00

461  A focused offering of First Day covers of the National Parks. There are about 400 items with oodles of matched sets from the popu-
lar artists of the time. Very mixed condition, almost all are addressed, and some duplication exists. Great lot for the specialist. 

S.B. 200.00
462  Selection of around 125 different mostly United States cacheted First Day Covers from 1998 to 2008. About 75% are Heritage hav-

ing the remaining 25% either Juvelar or Bill Lary. S.B. 170.00
 

463  Roughly eighty mainly different hand drawn HN Local Post oversized event covers from 1995-2009 by Hideaki Nakano from Detroit 
in a binder. Interesting thematic covers having some that are erotica. S.B. 160.00

464  Filled to the Rim with… Oodles of diverse envelopes, postal stationery, and revenue documents. Used and unused. Hundreds of 
items, ranging from subscription cover creations to eye-catching commercial and special event covers. Also contains neat, clean revenue 
material. The seasoned dealer will find plenty of resale potential. S.B. 150.00

465  A collection that never got off the ground. The focus was First Day covers that were never organized and a few cover supplies. The 
covers are primarily contemporary to modern and mostly common cachets. However, there is a group of around 200 beautiful Collins 
cachets. Also includes a few used stamps in a Liberty album as a bonus. Good lot for someone that wants to get started in the collecting 
area. S.B. 150.00

466  Tidy group of C23-C24, C42-C44 First Day Covers. The C23 issues (24) are all either Dayton or St. Petersburg cancels. The C24 (4) 
are the basic New York cancels and the C42-C44 (over 275) are the appropriate cities, nice variety of cachets with some duplication. 
Great opportunity for the airmail accumulator. S.B. 150.00

467  Advertising cover machine canceled Manchester NH Oct. 6, 1907. Mailed to Bradford NH having advertisements for the Fischer & 
Co Teas, Coffees, Spice New York. Includes original letter but cover also has a one inch tear on its right edge. S.B. 75.00

468  Postally used Grant letter sheet canceled on January 4, 1892, in Chicago. Written in German and mailed to Hannover, Germany 
canceled there on Jan. 15 and forwarded to Graudenz (Grudziadz, Poland today) canceled on Jan. 18. Nice advertising label on its 
backflap. S.B. 75.00

469  Sawyer’s Standard Preparations advertising cover canceled in Burlington, VT on September 8, 1908. Backstamped Keeseville NY 
on September 10. S.B. 60.00

470  Cacheted Fourth Annual Festival Mountain and Plain 1898 Denver Colorado cover. Canceled in Denver on August 30 and back-
stamped Canon City on August 31. S.B. 50.00

471  Patriotic and advertising label cover canceled in July 1921 in Chicago. Mailed to Zurich Switzerland having a neat “Visit the 
Pageant of Progress Exhibition Chicago July 30-August 14-1921 label showing Municipal Pier (now Navy Pier) on its reverse. 

S.B. 40.00
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UNITED STATES AND UNITED NATIONS                                                                                                                                                                   

472  Cover hoard of over 15,000 pieces.  Mainly US that includes: FDCs, Gold Foil, Electroplated medals, mixed event and commercial, 
a few souvenir cards and pages, and one carton of UN.  13 banker’s boxes of sortable covers.  Offered to get the bidding started at… 

S.B. 1700.00
473  A monstrous United States and United Nations First Day Cover holding. The US ranges from the 1940’s through the early 1990’s 

while the UN runs from 1951-1991. In both cases the group are mostly the later issues and almost entirely unaddressed. The vast ma-
jority are Art Craft, Artmaster, Fleetwood. Condition is mixed. Duplication can run from a little to a lot. The highlight of the bunch 
are 27 covers that are matched up with a sterling silver medallion. Shipping weight is 200 lbs., call or email for a rate quote. 

S.B. 1400.00

UNITED STATES AND GENERAL FOREIGN                                                                                                                                                               

474  Pallet of United States and worldwide accumulation in thirty-two cartons. Between 20,000 to 25,000 cacheted and noncacheted 
FDCs, event covers, and postal stationery from the 1930s to 2019. Concentration is from the 1980s to the end with immense backup. 
Majority is from the United States with the worldwide mostly represented by Great Britain and Channel Islands modern FDCs. Some 
better and hand painted US sprinkled throughout needing tenacity to find them. Condition also varies as some were exposed to moisture 
during storage. A cover collector or dealer will adore this holding. S.B. 2500.00

475  Sixteen heavy cartons of covers and cards.  Some cartons are very well organized into country albums mainly FDCs from procurement 
facilities, while others are haphazardly jumbled into huge masses of covers.  Runs from common mail through hefty high face value 
Canadian FDCs.  Canada, Ireland, Israel, UN, US. and Liechtenstein are featured with most of these purchased as new issues, 1985-
2004.  The rest is all eras with the foreign and US mish mashed together.  Thousands of covers.  Plenty of ancillary material concerning 
the modern FDCs that will be the new owner’s to cull.  Good bang for the buck cover lot. S.B. 1400.00

476  Fourteen cartons of United States and worldwide accumulation roughly from the 1920s to 1990s. Around 10,000 common FDCs 
(cacheted, noncacheted), commercial covers, postal stationery.  Huge backup. The majority are from the US with a boat load of unused 
postal stationery.  A real market maker will comb through this lot and find the useful items. Offered appropriately.           S.B. 1000.00

477  United States and worldwide accumulation in fifteen cartons. Roughly 10,000 common FDCs, commercial covers, postal stationery, 
and postcards from the mid-20th Century to the early 21st Century. Ready made for a fifty cents table. This lot might be calling you; so 
answer its call. S.B. 950.00

 
478  United States and worldwide selection in eighteen cartons. Many thousands of cacheted and noncacheted FDCs, and event covers 

in subscription items or binders roughly from the 1980s to the 2000s. Spotted some interesting US needing tenacity to find. Condition 
of binders varies as some are grubby or exposed to moisture during storage. Plenty of value to be mined. Approximately 600 pounds, 
call for shipping quote. S.B. 800.00

479  Steerable Balloons.  Aggregation of mainly Zeppelin covers.  23 in total most with small faults.  Mostly Germany, but also includes 
US, Uruguay, Brazil, and Liechtenstein. Good start toward a collection.  For the non-discriminating collector. S.B. 450.00

480  Intriguing United States and worldwide selection from the 1860s to 1947 in a pizza size box. Approximately one hundred mainly 
commercial covers having several advertising labels and original letters. Examination required as condition varies. Still an excellent 
source of postal history.  S.B. 400.00

481  Accumulation from the United States and worldwide from the late 19th Century to 2020 in three cartons. Encompasses over 1,000 
FDCs, commercial cover, and postal stationery. Involves a run of France FDCs from the 1970s-1980s.  Also entails the collector’s world-
wide covers that he received his material from the 1990s to 2020. Still enough postal history for the savvy buyer. S.B. 350.00

482  United States and worldwide mainly subscription items in ten heavy cartons. Thousands of clean FDCs postal stationery, and 
postcards in binders, albums, small boxes and loose roughly from the 1940s to the 1980s. Pound for pound or kilo for kilo a value for 
the entrepreneurial person. S.B. 250.00

GENERAL FOREIGN                                                                                                                                                                                                             

483  Accumulation in seventeen cartons from the Dundee Estate mainly from the mid-20th Century to the early 2000s. Around 13,000 
mostly Western European FDCs, covers, postal stationery, and postcards having plenty of backup in multiples. Concentration from the 
1980s to end. Most were purchased as new issues by the owner. Since he adored Vatican there is a disproportionate amount which does 
not distract from the overall profitability of this holding. S.B. 1000.00

484  An original accumulation of roughly 220 foreign stampless covers from 1819 to the 1860s. Many are from Italy but also spotted 
Great Britain, France plus miscellaneous other European. Take a journey through the 19th Century by viewing these covers. Well worth 
the suggested bid. S.B. 450.00

485  Accumulation of owner’s count of 2,150 FDCs and commercial covers from the 1950s to the 1980s in two banker boxes.  
S.B. 300.00

486  Nice ‘N Easy Cover Lot. Over 400 assorted covers from France, Scandinavia, Latin America, South America, the British Common-
wealth, etc. Includes FDC’s, First Flight covers, commercial mail, postcards, postal stationery, commemorative creations, etc. Most 
items sleeved, and some with background information and pricing. Clean, fresh, and colorful. Offered favorably. S.B. 250.00
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487  POW Correspondence. Includes material from both World Wars. Over sixty items. Many camps represented. Numerous cancels, 
censure markings, routing and rerouting instructions, postage due indications, etc. Of special interest to readers of German, French, 
Dutch, and Russian and to students of military postal history. Emotional testimony to a difficult time. S.B. 200.00

TOPICAL                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

488  Europa Cover Extravaganza. Over 120 items from at least ten countries. Strongest in covers from Luxembourg. Includes FDC’s, 
private and commercial correspondence, etc. Mainly items from 1950’s to 1970’s. Lots of complete sets and desirable material. Clean 
representative holding. S.B. 325.00

AUSTRALIA                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

489  Australian Cover Lot. Eight binders (plus one small album) of Australian covers, late 1890’s to 2004. Includes commemoratives 
and definitives on cover as well as postal stationery. Mainly addressed or unaddressed FDC’s and posted or unposted stationery. Hun-
dreds of covers in enviable condition.  Oodles of variety, color, and topical interest. Neatly packed and ready for a new owner. 

S.B. 300.00

AUSTRIA                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

490  Mainly Austrian cover extravaganza from its time in the Third Reich to the 1960s. Over 200 items, including propaganda, show 
cancels, FDCs, military mail, postcards, postal stationery, etc. A bit of a hodgepodge.  Take a look. S.B. 300.00

491  Graf Zeppelin First Flight cacheted cover canceled on June 5,1931 in Vienna. Cancelled in Friedrichshafen on June 7 and then to 
Magdeburg. S.B. 80.00

BAVARIA                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

492  1912 “Regensburger Fliegertage” 10pf black, used in combination with Bavaria 5pf green, canc. 11 Oct.12 on flown ppc (Airfield) 
to Amberg, v.f., scarce. Slight bent corner on stamp. S.B. 300.00

BELGIUM                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

493  Belgian Cover Treasure Trove. Over 100 items, including FDCs, private and commercial correspondence, censored mail, commemo-
rative creations, etc. Many covers with complete sets. Strongest in material from 1930’s to 1960’s. Colorful and in enviable condition. 
See photos for more information. S.B. 325.00

494  Bulgaria and Eastern Rumelia grouping from 1885 to 1913.  Around thirty-five mainly unused postal cards also several postally. 
About half are Bulgaria from 1889 to end and the other half are all unused Eastern Rumelia from an interesting estate.  Worth you time 
to view. S.B. 150.00

495  Bulgaria assortment from 1896 to 1942 in a cigar box. Roughly twenty commercial covers and postcards in varying condition. In-
cludes a neat 1896 newspaper as well as postal history from an intriguing estate. S.B. 100.00

496  Bulgaria registered cover canceled in Sofia on 17. IX.1907. Mailed to Cham, Bavaria and backstamped on 19 Sep 1907 with a set of 
#74-76 Accession to the throne of Ferdinand I 20th Anniversary. Mailed from the Private Cabinet his Royal Highness Prince of Bulgaria. 
Cover has several small tears, and two tape remains on top right and left edges. S.B. 90.00

497  Bulgaria cover canceled in November 1897 in Samokov. Mailed to Philadelphia and backstamped on December 4, 1897.  Some soiling 
to reverse. Scarce early usage to the United States. S.B. 75.00

498  Bulgaria registered cover canceled on 29. XI.1909 in Sofia and posted locally. Has a five block of five 50 st.  including a #81a error 
surcharged stamp. Comes with a 1985 Mikulski certificate stating “stamp and the postmarks are genuine. This is a philatelic cover but 
still rare.”  Condition as per scans. S.B. 75.00

499  Bulgaria WW I Fieldpost cover having some neat military scenes of both sides. Mailed to New York. Has some soiling and several 
small tears. Unusual postal history. S.B. 60.00

CANADA                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

500  Canada Moose Jaw Flying Club having CLP7 semi-official label special air mail flight cover from Moose Jaw to Winnipeg canceled 
on August 17, 1928. S.B. 450.00

501  Canada semi-official airmail flight covers from 1925-1930. Encompasses four Western Canada Airways, two Jack Elliot, and one 
each Commercial Airways, Patricia Airways, and Northern Air Service. S.B. 450.00

502  Thirteen Canada cover each having Scott 17 from 1859-1867. Variety of cancels and destinations. Condition varies. All covers are 
scanned. S.B. 450.00

503  Outstanding Canada large, registered three color cover having two each Scott #37, 40, one each #35 and F1. Canceled on January 
6, 1883 in St. Thomas, Ontario. Mailed to the Registrar of the Vice Admiralty in Quebec. Has neat notary seal on reverse and vertical 
and horizontal folds.  Unusual Canadian postal history. S.B. 400.00

504  Canada cover having Scott #37d perf 12 1/2 canceled in Halifax on February 2, 1870. Mailed to Pictou, Nova Scotia and backstamped 
on February 3. Old mount remains on reverse and slight corner missing upper left corner. S.B. 300.00
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505  Canada cover having Scott #37d perf 12 1/2 canceled in Woodstock, New Brunswick on July 19, 1870. Mailed to Saint John, New 
Brunswick and backstamped on July 20. Tears to back flap and one small piece missing by the cancel. S.B. 250.00

506  Canada postal stationery selection. Includes two postally used  U1 from 1862-1865,  two used U1 and one unused U2.  
S.B. 200.00

507  Canada cover accumulation of seven Scott #14 from 1859-1862. Various town or city cancels and destinations. As condition fluctuates 
all covers have been scanned for viewing. Worth checking out. S.B. 200.00

508  Seven Canada covers each having one each Scott #34 ½ cent from 1883-1896. One canceled Moore Mills New Brunswick on October 
29, 1896, mailed to Port Jervis, New York. Another cover was canceled in St John’s on September 12, 1893 and mailed internally. The 
remaining covers are not backstamped. Condition varies so inspection by viewing the scans is recommended. S.B. 200.00

509  Canada assortment from 1859-1869. Entails thirteen covers having various town or city cancels and destinations. Condition varies 
but all covers have been scanned for your viewing pleasure. S.B. 200.00

510  Canada cover having Unitrade #17v double epaulette canceled on April 28, 1863 in Whitby UC. Mailed to North Brookfield, Mas-
sachusetts. Most of the back flap is missing. S.B. 150.00

511  Canada cover having Unitrade #17iv string of pearls canceled on July 25, 1864 in Prescott UC. Mailed to New York.     
S.B. 150.00

512  Ten Canada having either Scott #85 or 86 covers cancelled in 1898-1899. Various town or city cancels and destinations. A popular 
Christmas topical. All covers are scanned for viewing of condition. S.B. 150.00

513  Canada cover having Scott #40 cancelled in Ottawa on March 23, 1885.  Mailed to Hadleigh, England and backstamped on April 4. 
Several back flap tears. S.B. 150.00

514  Canada cover having # Scott 40 cancelled in Montreal on September 2, 1885.  Mailed to Vienna, Austria with London transit cancel 
on September 15. Vertical fold middle and old mount remain on back flap. S.B. 150.00

515  Two Canada Aero Club Toronto-New York having one CLP3 semi-official label special air mail flight covers canceled on August 25, 
1919. S.B. 130.00

516  Canada cover having a Scott #19 canceled on September 25,1859 in Hamilton. Mailed to London, England with transit cancels of 
London UC on September 21 and London on October 8. S.B. 100.00

517  Two large precancel covers from the Ontario Department of Agriculture, Toronto both mailed to Paris, France. Rare rate. Probably 
from the 1880s. Unusual and historical, One cover has several vertical folds. S.B. 100.00

518  Canada cover having one each Scott #22, 24 fancy canceled in Melbourne, Ontario on August 3, 1870. Mailed to and backstamped 
in East Hatley, Quebec on August 4. Old mount mark remains on reverse. S.B. 100.00

519  Two Canada covers having one each Scott #24. One canceled in Halifax on May 1, 1871 and mailed to Acadia Mines in Pictou and 
the other registered cover canceled in Truro on November 11, 1871 and mailed to Stellarton. Both have old mount mark remains on 
their reverses. S.B. 100.00

520  Canada cover having Scott #4 cancelled on February 13, 1857 in Montreal. Mailed to and cancelled in Toronto on February 15. 
Vertical fold middle. S.B. 100.00

521  Canada cover having Scott #17 fancy canceled in Whycocomagh, Nova Scotia on December 6, 1877.  Mailed to and backstamped 
in London CW on December 19. Back flap has some problems but still intact. S.B. 100.00

522  Two Canada Estevan-Winnipeg Promotional Issue having one CLP5 semi-official label special air mail flight covers canceled on 
October 1, 1924. Cover with label has several vertical slight folds and a staple holes on left edge. Still historical and interesting. 

S.B. 100.00
523  Four Canada covers from 1893 to 1903. Consists of Nova Scotia Provincial Exhibition Halifax, Patriotic, 1893 Moncton cancel hav-

ing Unitrade 75iii, and Province of Manitoba Registration of Voters 1903 postal card having Unitrade 75ix.  A most purposeful postal 
history lot. S.B. 95.00

524  Canada registered circular cover canceled on October 6, 1879, in Toronto.  Sent internal in the city with Scott F1 stamp.  Issued for 
an insolvent business and according to the Insolvent Act of 1875 to meet in this matter on 15th October 1879. S.B. 95.00

525  Canada “Mourning” cover having Scott #27c thin paper cancelled in Lachine, Quebec on May 15, 1868.  Mailed to and backstamped 
in Montreal on May 15. S.B. 85.00

526  Canada cover having Scott #27 cancelled in Richmond Hill, CW July 1, 1868 (exactly one year after Confederation).  Mailed to 
Yorkshire, New York. S.B. 85.00

527  Canada cover having Scott 4c ribbed paper canceled on March 30,1858 in Quebec. Mailed to St Denis. Comes with Brandon 2008 
certificate as genuine. S.B. 75.00

528  Canada cover having Scott #37i backstamped in Trenton, Ontario on February 23, 1871, and Bowmanville on March 1. Comes with 
Royal Philatelic Society, London 1960 certificate.  Old tape mount remains and missing right flap on reverse. S.B. 75.00

529  Canada cover having Scott #30 canceled in Newmarket, Ontario on December 5, 1887. Mailed to Sydney, Australia having several 
reverse transit cancels. An unusual destination. S.B. 75.00

530  Canada cover having a Scott #18 canceled on November 28,1859 in Sparta CW. Mailed to Edinburgh, Scotland with transit cancels 
of St Thomas on November 28, Hamilton on November 29, and Edinburgh on December 17. Old mount mark remains and severe tear 
on back flap on the reverse as well as a vertical fold near middle. S.B. 75.00

531  Canada Bausch & Lomb’s Microscope advertising cover canceled in Winnipeg on December 21,1898. Mailed to Toronto and back-
stamped on December 23. S.B. 75.00

532  Canada First Flight cacheted cover having Scott 107c booklet pane of six. Cancelled in Regina on December 10, 1928. Mailed to 
Fargo, North Dakota. Unusual usage. S.B. 50.00
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533  Canada advertising cover having a Scott #27 canceled in Montreal on September 29, 1868. Mailed to Detroit still having it neat 
original letter. S.B. 50.00

534  Canada and Bahamas (E2) mixed franking cover canceled in Chatham, Ontario on July 13, 1917. Backstamped Nassau on July 
29. S.B. 40.00

CANADA PROVINCES                                                                                                                                                                                                             

535  Canadian Provinces offering from 1861-1949. Entails sixteen covers or FDCs having eight from Newfoundland, five from Prince 
Edward Island, and three from New Brunswick. All covers have been scanned as condition varies on the postal history covers. 

S.B. 200.00

CHINA                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

536  Two trans Siberia Railroad covers from a Catholic mission in Supu, China (21.3.31) and (23.6.31) to the same address in  Rome, 
Italy (16.4.31) and (21.7.31).  Soiled, roughly opened, but tied.  Interesting frankings and markings. S.B. 100.00

EASTERN RUMELIA                                                                                                                                                                                                             

537  Eastern Rumelia cover canceled in Carloba on 5. VIII. 1884. Sent to Plovdiv and canceled on arrival 8.VII.1884. Has several small 
tears. Comes with a 1985 Mikulski certificate stating “all postmarks are genuine in all respects. Rare cover.”  This cover was in the 
famous collection of Expert of Bulgaria, Franz See of Vienna, Austria in the  Corinphlia sale on May 9, 1979 as lot no. 2196. 

S.B. 150.00
538  Eastern Rumelia unused postal card having Scott #33 affixed. Old stains on reverse. S.B. 70.00

539  Eastern Rumelia unused postal card having Scott #34 affixed. S.B. 75.00
540  Eastern Rumelia postally used postal card canceled in 1885. S.B. 55.00
541  Eastern Rumelia postally used postal card canceled on 25. IX 1885. Card has toning spots throughout which does not distract from 

its postal history significance. S.B. 50.00
542  Eastern Rumelia postally used postal card canceled on 23.IX.1885 having an inverted overprint. Old mount marks on reverse. 

S.B. 50.00

FRANCE                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

543  French Cover Paradise. Approximately 340 items, 1930’s to 1980’s and later. Includes private and commercial correspondence, 
postcards, maximum cards, special event creations, etc. Features singles and complete sets on cover, with clear cancels. Impressive 
variety. Nice lot for area specialists. S.B. 600.00

544  Accumulation of approximately 110 mint and used Franchise Militaire cards as produced for use in WW l by both French and Allied 
troops. Many designs as shown in the Cat.ue des Cartes Postales de Franchise Militaire 1914-1918. Others unlisted. Every conceivable 
design is represented including color variations, unsevered message/reply cards plus printing variations. Also Knights of Columbus and 
YMCA cards as used by US troops and British cards. Most are mint. Additional 11 used cards and covers related to various French Hus-
sar regiments. Outstanding opportunity for the WW l postal history aficionado to acquire some quality material for their collection. 

S.B. 300.00

545  Accumulation on Lighthouse cover pages of over 150 First Day Covers with various cachet makers including multiple designs for 
several issues. Includes commemorative, definitive and some semi-postal items of the 1950’s. Singles and some multiples. Additional 
postage on reverse for correct rates. A very fine group with an owners value in excess of €1,500. A great find for the collector of 
France. S.B. 250.00

GERMANY                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

546  Over 360 pre-Third Reich covers with some back of the book issues. Interesting franking and some post cards of interest. Treat 
yourself to hours of sorting and cataloging these items. Collector of Germany take time to view. S.B. 2000.00

547  German Postwar Cover Accumulation. Approximately 350 examples of FDC’s, private and commercial correspondence, and phila-
telic showpieces. Comprehensive coverage from 1946 to end of twentieth century. Includes many different rates and assorted markings. 
Overall excellent condition, with a colorful, fresh appearance. Take a look. S.B. 1700.00

548  An especially important group of over sixty Third Reich covers, including a couple of Zeppelin covers. There are many interesting 
cancellations and a few registered mail covers. A fine opportunity for the specialist. Well worth a careful view. S.B. 1350.00

549  Third Reich Cover Stock. At least 400 clean, presentable covers and cards of many types from 1930’s and 1940’s Germany. Plenty 
of commemoratives and definitives, with a rich assortment of cancels and auxiliary markings. Includes private and commercial cor-
respondence as well as oodles of special event covers. Comprehensive holding from a popular field. S.B. 1350.00

550  Highly specialized group of 76 post war locals many of them registered. There is one from Dresden and two others have been certi-
fied. A dubious cover may exist. This lot is for the German enthusiast so take time to view. S.B. 1200.00
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551  Two groups of German Inflation covers 1921-1923. First, a varied accumulation of over 230 of which 16% are officials. Mostly com-
mercial mail but picture post cards and folded documents are included. Various rates include letter, distance mail, foreign mail, printed 
matter, package rates, COD, registered, express, uprated postal cards, etc. Many appear to be of the inflation period rate changes for 
1922-23. Destination to Germany, Austria, US, and elsewhere. Covers with an expertizing mark are indicated by a red dot. Second is a 
group of over 55 Gebühr bezahit Taxe Percue covers, 1922-1923. All with designation of postage having been paid at the post office. 
Many first and last day of inflation rate change periods. Mostly commercial covers, some personal. Various rates, as above and interest-
ing originating cities. These covers present an opportunity for a top-quality exhibit. Of considerable interest to the specialist of German 
covers. S.B. 650.00

552  Around 150 covers from the inflationary period. Interesting franking and some registered, many discoveries to be made.  An intrigu-
ing group for the Germany collector. S.B. 600.00

553  Germany WW II historical accumulation. Around fifty-five 1943-44 work or concentration parcel cards from Central and Southern 
Germany. Condition varies. S.B. 450.00

554  Germania W2.15 (with R15) used with a pair of 5pf on ppc to Birmingham, England (27.9.12).  One stamp with faults.  Slightly 
soiled in transport.  Roller cancel.  Birmingham (29 SEP. 12) receiver mark on message. S.B. 425.00

555  Post WW ll covers and stationery from 1946-1950. Choice accumulation of 75 covers; representation of Allied zones with numeral 
issues, AMG’s including multiples. Noted use of East Saxony, postal tax, French Zone stamps, censored material etc. Various rates 
including distance mail, COD, registered, tax percue, meter mail etc. Destinations to cities in Germany, US, Australia etc. Also, foreign 
mail incoming including censored and short paid. The stationery includes around 170 cards, mint and used, including representation of 
allied zones with numeral issues, AMG’s, Soviet Zone overprints and East Berlin issued cards. Duplication exists but many varieties of 
papers and printings. Good lot for the specialist. S.B. 400.00

556  Varied German Holding. Over forty covers representing popular periods of German philately. Begins with an interesting mix of mate-
rial from German States, colonies, and pre-WWII Germany, including Zeppelin items. Useful presence of Third Reich. Concludes with 
attractive postcards from East Germany and eye-catching covers from West Germany and Berlin. Mixed condition. Useful philatelic 
conversation starters. S.B. 325.00

557  No trebuchets, but ten different a little toned catapult covers.  Take a look S.B. 300.00
558  Germany accumulation mostly mailed to the same address in Chicago from 1947-67. Around 150 commercial covers, postal statio-

nery, and postcards. Good for looking for franking combinations and cancels. S.B. 100.00
GERMANY AND AREA                                                                                                                                                                                                             

559  German Cover Horn of Plenty. Over 350 individual items from the broad spectrum of twentieth-century German postal history. Features 
covers that went through the mail as well as unposted commemorations of special events. Loads of material from East and West Germany, 
the Zones, pre-1945 Germany, etc. Neat, tidy, and ready to be added to a private collection or retail stock. S.B. 1200.00

GERMAN AREAS                                                                                                                                                                                                                

560  German Areas Cover Stockpile. Over 300 items, including FDCs, private and commercial correspondence, and special event creations. 
Strongest in material from 1920’s to 1940’s. Loads of singles and complete sets on cover with clear cancels and auxiliary markings. 
Clean, fresh, and odor-free. Features stock from Saar, Danzig, Memel, Plebiscite Territories, German Occupations, etc. Some items 
have been evaluated and certified by expert groups. Plenty of value waiting for a new home. S.B. 4000.00

 
561  Great Galloping Germany. Horsing around from Empire to Empire, and republic to republic, with inflation and war in the middle. 

Over 200 covers. Contains commercial correspondence, military mail, stamps on piece, special event covers, FDCs, etc. Some items 
might require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. Mixed condition, but everything clean and presentable. A group ready for mounting. 

S.B. 300.00

562  One hundred forty-five covers from various states and Germany, mostly Bavaria, that presents an opportunity for the specialist. Many 
are interesting for various reasons including registered mail, franking, and auxiliary markings. Look carefully to uncover outstanding 
items. S.B. 450.00

GERMANY BELGIAN OCCUPATION                                                                                                                                                                             

563  Germany Belgian Occupation five philatelic covers all back stamp cancelled in 1920 in Bad Blankenburg, Thüringen. Consists of 
Allemagne Duitschland, Eupen (2) (one folded vertically near middle), Malmedy, and Eupen & Malmedy S.B. 270.00

EAST GERMANY                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

564  Over 250 covers with interesting frankings and commemorations. There are a few items that are cards and some space covers. Take 
time to view this lot as there are goodies to be found. S.B. 650.00

GREAT BRITAIN                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

565  Great Britain twelve clean covers from 1864-1884 nicely mounted on pages. S.B. 150.00
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INDIA                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

566  Over 1500 modern covers some first day plus a small amount of literature for the collector of India. This is not often offered in this 
quantity so the opportunity to build your collection is now. There is a variety of topics and duplication throughout. Take a few minutes 
to sort through these to find the possibilities for your collection or exhibit. S.B. 400.00

LIECHTENSTEIN                                                                                                                                                                                                               

567  Liechtenstein Cover Gold Mine. Over 375 attractive, colorful twentieth-century covers and cards. Mixture of commercial (or private) 
correspondence and philatelic covers, including FDC’s and special event creations. Topnotch condition, with an impressive variety of 
stamps and markings. Memorable lot of interest to collectors and dealers. S.B. 800.00

NEW BRUNSWICK                                                                                                                                                                                                              

568  New Brunswick cover having Scott #1 canceled in Chatham on July 7, 1858. Mailed to Moncton. S.B. 200.00
569  New Brunswick cover having Scott 1a tied by a grid and backstamped canceled in Salisbury, Dorchester on May 3, 1853, and Hills-

borough on May 5. Comes with Greene Foundation 1985 Certificate as genuine in all respects. S.B. 150.00

NEWFOUNDLAND                                                                                                                                                                                                             

570  Newfoundland selection each having Scott C3. Consists of six covers of which three were canceled on November 22, 1921, and three 
on November 26 in St. John’s. Includes C3a wide space, wide “1” under “F”, narrow space, C3d, C3f, and C3j. A most fascinating and 
purposeful offering. S.B. 850.00

571  Newfoundland cover having Scott #128 canceled on September 15,1920 in St John’s. Mailed to Toronto. Old mount mark remains on 
reverse. S.B. 100.00

572  Newfoundland cover having Scott #28 canceled on November 15, 1872, in Fogo (Island). Mailed to Poole, England and having transit 
cancel of St John’s on November 18, and Poole on December 13. S.B. 95.00

573  Newfoundland registered cover having Scott #73 canceled on April 11,1904 in St John’s. Mailed to Bulle, Switzerland and hav-
ing transit cancel of Liverpool, England on April 29, and Bulle backstamped on May 1. Old mount mark remains on reverse. 

S.B. 75.00
574  Newfoundland “Mourning” cover having Scott #34 canceled on October 21, 1873, in Fogo (Island). Mailed to St John’s. Old mount 

remains on reverse. S.B. 50.00

NOVA SCOTIA                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

575  Nova Scotia cover having Scott #2 canceled in Amherst on August 13, 1858. Mailed to Moncton. Old mount mark remains on the 
reverse as well as signed Wettler. S.B. 100.00

POLAND                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

576  Poland five philatelic covers from 1919-1948. Includes Warriors for Democracy registered FDC airmail set canceled in Warsaw on 
30.12.48 and backstamped in New York on January 2 and 3 1949. S.B. 300.00

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND                                                                                                                                                                                              

577  Prince Edward Island cover having Scott #2 mailed to the Westmoreland Bank in Moncton, New Brunswick Backstamped July 4, 
1863. Comes with Greene Foundation 1997 Certificate as genuine in all respects. S.B. 250.00

578  Prince Edward Island cover having Scott #1a canceled on October 20,1863 in Georgetown. Mailed to Charlottetown to the cashier 
of the Bank of Prince Edward Island. Old mount mark remains on reverse. S.B. 95.00

579  Prince Edward Island cover having Scott #15 canceled on March 15,1873 in Charlottetown. Mailed to East Boston. Old mount mark 
remains and severe tears on back flap on the reverse. S.B. 80.00

RUSSIA                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

580  Russia selection from 1880-1917 in a pizza size box. Owner’s count of fifty postal cards, postcards, and covers having cancellations in 
Russian, Polish, and Ukrainian towns and cities. Involves two covers checked by military censor, a 1917 WW I postcard from the Army to 
Wenden, eleven postcards with train and railway cancels. If you like this area this lot could be especially for you. S.B. 200.00

SAUDI ARABIA                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

581  Two registered backstamped covers. One is a single franking with O47 and the other is franked with O27 and O29. The first mentioned 
has a large tear at upper left. Scarce usages. S.B. 250.00
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SWITZERLAND                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

582  Swiss Cover Gold Mine. At least 330 Swiss covers of all different types. Private and commercial correspondence, FDCs, special event 
covers, postcards, and postal cards. Mainly 1930s to 1970s. Includes regular and commemorative stamps on cover as well as plenty of 
items franked with semi-postal stamps, air post stamps, and officials. Clear cancels and auxiliary markings. Comprehensive, colorful, 
and diverse. S.B. 800.00

583  A particularly good accumulation of covers with se-tenant frankings. This is an unusual selection that the specialist can sort for better 
items. If you specialize in this area, we especially recommend. S.B. 400.00

VATICAN CITY                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

584  Vatican UPU cacheted FDC canceled 12/3/1949. Mailed to South Flower Hill, Roslyn, Long Island New York. Tear to back flap. 
S.B. 40.00

WESTERN AUSTRALIA                                                                                                                                                                                                             

585  Three wonderful Western Australia covers. Consists of two registered OHMS covers cancelled in Perth in 1911-1912 including a 
large one having a neat advertising label on its reverse. Both were mailed to Vienna, Austria to the same address. The third cover was 
cancelled in 1895 in Fremantle and mailed to Sydney. All covers were backstamped. S.B. 200.00

. 

END OF FIRST SESSION

SECOND SESSION  AUGUST 22, 2021  9:00 AM  
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Rasdale Stamp Company
35 Chestnut Ave. Westmont, IL  60559-1127
Phone 630-794-9900 • Fax 630-794-9958
Website: www.RasdaleStamps.com

448th Public Auction
Session One: Saturday, August 21, 2021 9:00am

Session Two: Sunday, August 22, 2021 9:00am

Below are my bids for this auction. The prices are my limit for each lot, it being understood that Rasdale Stamp Company will 
purchase for me each lot at one bid over the second highest bid.
I have read the conditions of sale and agree to same       Signed:

Shipping address if other than above: Philatelic References:

Name:

Address:

Phone:

Fed-Ex Ground OK, for large shipments (street address 
and telephone number please)
Recommended when bidding on collection lots

Pre-auction bidding for the 448th Public Auction can be executed by mail, fax, website, or phone 
until 5:00 p.m., (CDT) Friday August 20, 2021.

OPENING BIDS ARE POSTED AND UPDATED ON OUR WEBSITE
A 16% Premium will be added to the hammer price

LOTLOTLOTLOT BIDBIDBIDBID

Prices Realized will be posted to our website Monday August 23rd, 2:00pm (CDT)
Information concerning the public auction will be available Wednesday August 25th, 2:00pm (CDT)

Checks drawn on a foreign banks are subject to a $10 
service charge.

You may increase my bids the following percentage if neces-
sary to win a lot (circle one)

10%                   20%                   30%
I understand that bids increased will be reduced to conform to 

normal bidding intervals

Please limit my total purchases to:
$
(not including the Buyer’s Premium)

Note: Limits of less that $300 are 
respectfully declined

Charge my purchase to Visa              MasterCard

Account No:

Expiration Date:                 /

VNN No:
(Last 3 numbers on the back of the credit card)

Signed:
When paying by credit card the address on the bid sheet 


